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ORDERS OF REFERENCE

Extract from the Votes & Proceedings of the House of Commons of Monday, December 17, 1990:

— That a Special Joint Committee of the Senate and of the House of Commons be appointed to consult broadly with Canadians and inquire into and report upon the process for amending the Constitution of Canada, including, where appropriate, proposals for amending one or more of the amending formulae, with particular reference to:

(i) the role of the Canadian public in the process;

(ii) the effectiveness of the existing process and formulae for securing constitutional amendments; and

(iii) alternatives to the current process and formulae, including those set out in the discussion paper prepared by the Government of Canada entitled “Amending the Constitution of Canada”;

That twelve Members of the House of Commons and five Members of the Senate be the Members of the Special Joint Committee: such Members on the part of the House of Commons to be designated upon report of the Striking Committee no later than three sitting days after the adoption of this motion, which report shall be deemed concurred in upon presentation;

That the Committee have the power to appoint from among its Members such sub-committees as may be deemed advisable, and to delegate to such sub-committees all or any of their powers except the power to report directly to the House;

That the Committee have the power to sit during sittings and adjournments of the House of Commons;

That the Committee, or a sub-committee, have power to travel, and hold public hearings, within Canada;

That the Committee have power to send for persons, papers and records, and to examine witnesses and to print such papers and evidence from day to day as may be ordered by the Committee;

That the Committee be empowered to authorize television and radio broadcasting, as it deems appropriate, of any or all of its proceedings or of proceedings of its sub-committees, pursuant to the principles and practices governing the broadcasting of the proceedings of the House of Commons;

That the parties represented on the Committee be granted allocations for expert assistance with the Committee work in proportion to the representation of the said parties in the House of Commons;

That the Committee be empowered to retain the service of professional, clerical and stenographic staff, as deemed available by the Joint Chairmen;
That the Committee submit its report not later than July 1, 1991, provided that, if the House of Commons is not sitting, the report will be deemed submitted on the day such report is deposited with the Clerk of the House of Commons and with the Clerk of the Senate;

That changes in membership of the Committee be effective immediately after notification thereof, signed by the Member acting as Chief Whip of any recognized party, has been filed with the Clerk of the Committee;

That the quorum of the Committee be nine Members, whenever a vote, resolution or other decision is taken so long as both Houses are represented, and the Joint Chairmen are authorized to hold meetings, to receive evidence and authorize the printing thereof, when six Members are present, so long as both Houses are represented; and

That a Message be sent to the Senate requesting that House to unite with this House for the above purpose, and to select, if the Senate deems it to be advisable, five Members to act on the proposed Special Joint Committee.

And the question being put on the motion, it was agreed to on division:

ATTEST

ROBERT MARLEAU
Clerk of the House of Commons

Extract from the Minutes & Proceedings of the Senate of Wednesday, January 30, 1991:

— That the Senate do unite with the House of Commons in the appointment of a Special Joint Committee to consult broadly with Canadians and inquire into and report upon the process for amending the Constitution of Canada, including, where appropriate, proposals for amending one or more of the amending formulae, with particular reference to:

(i) the role of the Canadian public in the process;

(ii) the effectiveness of the existing process and formulae for securing constitutional amendments; and

(iii) alternatives to the current process and formulae, including those set out in the discussion paper prepared by the Government of Canada entitled “Amending the Constitution of Canada”;

That twelve Members of the House of Commons and five Members of the Senate be the Members of the Special Joint Committee, such Members on the part of the Senate to be designated no later than three sitting days after the adoption of this motion;

That the Committee have the power to appoint from among its Members such sub-committees as may be deemed advisable, and to delegate to such sub-committees all or any of their powers except the power to report directly to the Senate;
That the Committee have the power to sit during sittings and adjournments of the Senate;

That the Committee, or a sub-committee, have power to travel, and hold public hearings, within Canada;

That the Committee have power to send for persons, papers and records, and to examine witnesses and to print such papers and evidence from day to day as may be ordered by the Committee;

That the Committee be empowered to authorize television and radio broadcasting, as it deems appropriate, of any or all of its proceedings or of proceedings of its sub-committees, pursuant to the principles and practices governing the broadcasting of the proceedings of the House of Commons;

That the parties represented on the Committee be granted allocations for expert assistance with the Committee work in proportion to the representation of the said parties in the House of Commons;

That the Committee be empowered to retain the service of professional, clerical and stenographic staff, as deemed advisable by the Joint Chairmen;

That the Committee submit its report not later than July 1, 1991, provided that, if the Senate is not then sitting, the report will be deemed submitted on the day such report is deposited with the Clerk of the House of Commons and with the Clerk of the Senate;

That changes in membership of the Committee for Members of the House of Commons be effective immediately after notification thereof, signed by the Member acting as Chief Whip of any recognized party, has been filed with the Clerk of the Committee;

That the quorum of the Committee be nine Members, whenever a vote, resolution or other decision is taken so long as both Houses are represented, and the Joint Chairmen are authorized to hold meetings, to receive evidence and authorize the printing thereof, when six Members are present, so long as both Houses are represented; and

That a Message be sent to the House of Commons to acquaint that House accordingly.

Extract from the Minutes & Proceedings of the Senate of Tuesday, May 14, 1991:

— That a Special Joint Committee of the Senate and of the House of Commons be appointed to consult broadly with Canadians and inquire into and report upon the process for amending the Constitution of Canada, including, where appropriate, proposals for amending one or more of the amending formulae, with particular reference to:

(i) the role of the Canadian public in the process;

(ii) the effectiveness of the existing process and formulae for securing constitutional amendments; and

(iii) alternatives to the current process and formulae, including those set out in the discussion paper prepared by the Government of Canada entitled “Amending the Constitution of Canada”;

ix
That five Members of the Senate and twelve Members of the House of Commons be the Members of the Special Joint Committee;

That, notwithstanding Rule 66, the Honourable Senators Beaudoin, Comeau, Gigantès, Kirby and Nurgitz act on behalf of the Senate as Members of the Committee;

That the Committee have the power to appoint from among its Members such sub-committees as may be deemed advisable, and to delegate to such sub-committees all or any of their powers except the power to report directly to the Senate;

That the Committee have power to sit during sittings and adjournments of the Senate;

That the Committee, or a sub-committee, have power to travel, and hold public hearings, within Canada;

That the Committee have power to send for persons, papers and records, and to examine witnesses and to print such papers and evidence from day to day as may be ordered by the Committee;

That the Committee be empowered to authorize television and radio broadcasting, as it deems appropriate, of any or all of its proceedings or of proceedings of its sub-committees, pursuant to the principles and practices governing the broadcasting of the proceedings of the House of Commons;

That the parties represented on the Committee be granted allocations for expert assistance with the Committee work in proportion to the representation of the said parties in the House of Commons;

That the Committee be empowered to retain the service of professional, clerical and stenographic staff, as deemed advisable by the Joint Chairmen;

That the papers and evidence received and taken on the subject during the Second Session of the Thirty-fourth Parliament be referred to the Committee;

That the Committee submit its report not later than July 1, 1991, provided that, if the Senate is not then sitting, the report will be deemed submitted on the day such report is deposited with the Clerk of the Senate and with the Clerk of the House of Commons;

That changes in membership of the Committee for Members of the House of Commons be effective immediately after notification thereof, signed by the Member acting as Chief Whip of any recognized party, has been filed with the Clerk of the Committee;

That the quorum of the Committee be nine Members, whenever a vote, resolution or other decision is taken so long as both Houses are represented, and the Joint Chairmen are authorized to hold meetings, to receive evidence and authorize the printing thereof, when six Members are present, so long as both Houses are represented; and
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That a Message be sent to the House of Commons requesting that House to unite with this House for the above purpose, and to select, if the House of Commons deems advisable, Members to act on the proposed Special Joint Committee.

ATTEST

GORDON BARNHART
Clerk of the Senate

Extract from the Votes & Proceedings of the House of Commons of Friday, May 17, 1991:

— That a message be sent to the Senate to acquaint their Honours with the fact that the House of Commons does unite with the Senate in the reconstitution of the Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada that existed in the Second Session of the present Parliament with all the same powers and conditions contained in the Order of Reference dated December 17, 1990.

That the membership of the House of Commons on the Committee be the same membership as on the last day of the Second Session of the present Parliament.

That the evidence adduced by the Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada in the Second Session of the present Parliament be deemed to have been referred to the Special Committee hereby appointed;

That the portion of the budget of the Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada not expended during the Second Session of the present Parliament be deemed to constitute the entire budget of the Special Committee hereby appointed, unless a supplementary budget is approved by the Board of Internal Economy;

That all contracts entered into by the Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada during the Second Session of the present Parliament be deemed contracts for the Special Committee hereby appointed and be deemed to be in force, unless the Special Committee hereby appointed orders otherwise;

That all motions and orders adopted by the Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada during the Second Session of the present Parliament be deemed to have been adopted by the Special Joint Committee hereby appointed, unless it otherwise orders.

ATTEST

ROBERT MARLEAU
Clerk of the House of Commons
Extract from the Votes & Proceedings of the Senate of Wednesday, May 22, 1991:

— That all motions and orders adopted by the Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada during the Second Session of the present Parliament be deemed to have been adopted by the Special Committee, unless it orders otherwise; and

That a message be sent to the House of Commons to acquaint that House accordingly.

ATTEST

GORDON BARNHART
Clerk of the Senate
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Our Committee had a life of 135 days. During its hundreds of hours of public hearings, and its long days of private deliberation and debate, it was free of partisanship. Each member approached the issues from his or her own set of values and perspective, and where there was disagreement, it was on questions of principle. All had the same fervently-held objective: to propose that which could preserve Canada, not just through its present crisis, but into another century.

Mid-way through our work, we suffered a serious loss. Senator Richard Hatfield, who had for almost two decades as Premier of New Brunswick played a key role in rebuilding Confederation, died on Friday, April 26, 1991. When first named to the Committee, he was full of enthusiasm for his new task. Even as he lost strength, he kept closely in touch with our work, and he told friends that his keenest regret was in not seeing it through to the end.

We profoundly appreciate the contribution made to this Report by the Joint Clerks of the Committee and their staff; by the Research Staff of the Library of Parliament; and by our interpreters, translators and all who laboured towards its successful completion.

Sen. Gérald A. Beaudoin
Joint Chairman

Jim Edwards, M.P.
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Canada is clearly at the threshold of a period of major constitutional revision. Canadians thus face two fundamental questions. How can change best be achieved? What specific changes should now be sought?

This report is our contribution to the search for answers to the first of these questions. It presents our findings and recommendations on the process through which the Constitution is amended. Attention is given both to the formal amending procedure, which sets out rules governing the ratification of amendments, and to the more informal phases of the process in which amendment proposals are developed and public involvement may occur.

We begin, in Chapter I, with an overview of the history of constitutional change in Canada. Following Chapter II, which describes the mandate of this Committee, we proceed in Chapter III with a discussion of the rules which now govern the amending of Canada’s Constitution and which are contained in Part V of the Constitution Act, 1982. Chapter III is perhaps the most technical section of our report. It deals for the most part with changes that will require amending of the Constitution. The exceptions are our remarks on participation by aboriginal peoples and the territories in constitutional discussions. They are included in the chapter because they follow from analysis required in the text for other purposes.

Chapters IV to VI deal with phases of the constitutional change process that are not governed by the rules entrenched in Part V of the Constitution Act, 1982. The main purpose of these chapters is to review and compare various mechanisms which could enhance public involvement in the process of constitutional change, and make the process more responsive to public needs. In Chapter IV we examine the possible use of referenda, primarily in achieving approval of constitutional proposals. In Chapter V we turn to an earlier stage of the process, in which amendment proposals are developed, and look at the possible use of constituent assemblies. In Chapter VI we discuss public hearings by parliamentary committees, which could be used at various stages of the constitutional change process.

In Chapter VII, we review what we learned from a number of international experts on the constitutions of selected foreign countries. In Chapter VIII we list our recommendations.

The theme which unites all parts of this report is our belief that significant progress is possible. Canada has possessed the capacity to amend its own constitution only since 1982, and in our view has only begun to explore the full possibilities for constitutional renewal, both in process and in substance. Our findings have identified improvements to the process which, we believe, could have a significant impact on future attempts at constitutional change. The potential for meaningful progress exists.

1 Questions pertaining to the division of powers and central institutions—the House of Commons, the Senate, and the Supreme Court—are not part of our mandate. Our recommendations therefore do not deal with these subjects.
Our optimism is not due, however, merely to the existence of possibilities. Our conversations with Canadians over the past few months have convinced us that the will to change exists. The range of constitutional dissatisfactions which surfaced during the Meech Lake process persists and, in general terms, now provides an agenda for constitutional renewal. Canadians share the desire for change.

In our view they also share the capacity to bring about constitutional renewal. While our discussions across the country have identified areas of sharp disagreement, they have also refreshed our awareness that Canadians are reasonable people, able and willing to work with one another to build consensus. Nowhere in our travels did we encounter the kind of blind dogmatism which closes the door to compromise and inevitably results in discord. We found, instead, reasonable people with strong convictions born of their immediate personal experience and with a commitment to fairness.

As Canadians achieve understanding of the differences in their personal experience, we believe that their shared political culture can provide a vital basis for consensus-building. We hope that this report contributes to the improvement of the process through which consensus, and constitutional renewal, can be achieved.

Today, as in 1864-1867, parliamentarians must show creative imagination.
The Constitutional Context

A. BACKGROUND

1. Canada acquired a federal Constitution in 1867. This document was the product of meetings held in Charlottetown (September 1864), Quebec City (October 1864), and London (December 1866). The writers were delegates from the Province of Canada (Upper Canada, now Ontario, and Lower Canada, now Quebec), Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland. The 72 Quebec and 69 London Resolutions formed the basis of what became Canada's Constitution, the British North America Act, 1867. It was a British statute because at the time Canada was a British colony enjoying independence in internal matters only. With the patriation of the Constitution in 1982, the BNA Act was renamed the Constitution Act, 1867.

2. The Fathers of Confederation who attended the 1864 and 1866 conferences were all elected members of their provincial legislatures, delegated by their respective legislatures. Although the first conference was held in Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island did not enter Confederation until 1873, after Manitoba, which was created by federal statute in 1870, and British Columbia, which joined Canada in 1871. Saskatchewan and Alberta became provinces in 1905 by the enactment of two federal statutes. Newfoundland and Labrador joined Canada in 1949, and a British statute gave the Canada-Newfoundland agreement force of constitutional law.

3. Canada in 1867 was a constitutional monarchy with a parliamentary system in the British mould. Nova Scotia had had a system of responsible government since 1846, and the Province of Canada since 1847. On July 1, 1867, Canada became a true federation, as the Preamble and several sections of the Constitution Act, 1867 attest. Canadian courts would later acknowledge this federal character in numerous rulings.

---

1 By Order in Council, June 26, 1873 (London).
2 By Order in Council, May 16, 1871 (London).
3 Rupert's Land and the North-Western Territory were admitted on June 23, 1870 by Order in Council (London). Those British territories in North America that were not already part of Canada were annexed to Canada on July 31, 1880 by Order in Council (London).
4. Canada gradually became an independent country between 1919 and 1931, as the Supreme Court affirmed in 1967 in the *Offshore Mineral Rights* case.\(^4\) Canada retained the basic features of earlier years: constitutional monarchy, parliamentary system, responsible government, federal state. In 1982, a charter of rights was enshrined in the Constitution.

5. Despite its obvious merits, the Canadian Constitution of 1867 had one serious flaw: it contained no general amending formula. In general, when a constitutional change proved necessary, the federal Houses of Parliament addressed the Queen and the Parliament at Westminster to modify the *British North America Act, 1867*. More than 20 amendments were passed in this way between 1867 and 1982, when the Constitution was patriated.

6. Although the situation of 1867 was acceptable at the time, it became anachronistic once Canada's independence was recognized by the *Statute of Westminster* in 1931.

7. Starting in 1927, various Canadian governments set to work to find a general amending formula, and made a number of unsuccessful attempts before finally achieving that goal.\(^6\)

8. In the Quebec referendum of May 20, 1980, Quebeckers, by a 60 to 40 per cent margin, denied their government a mandate to negotiate national sovereignty and economic association with Canada. An important constitutional conference was then held in Ottawa in September 1980 concerning, in particular, the amending formula. The conference ended in failure.

9. In October 1980, the Government of Prime Minister Trudeau attempted to patriate the Constitution, but that effort was supported by only two provinces, Ontario and New Brunswick. Three others (Manitoba, Newfoundland and Labrador, and Quebec) challenged the initiative before their respective courts of appeal. The initiative was declared constitutional by the Manitoba and Quebec courts, but unconstitutional by that of Newfoundland and Labrador. The case went to the Supreme Court of Canada in April 1981. On September 28, 1981, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that the federal Houses of Parliament could, in law, make a unilateral address to the Queen.

---


\(^5\) The following amendments were made between 1867 and 1982: (1) the *Rupert's Land Act*, 1868; (2) the *British North America Act, 1871*; (3) the *British North America Act, 1875*; (4) the *British North America Act, 1886*; (5) the *Statute Law Revision Act, 1893*; (6) the *Canadian Speaker (Appointment of Deputy) Act, 1895*; (7) the *British North America Act, 1907*; (8) the *British North America Act, 1915*; (9) the *British North America Act, 1916*; (10) the *Statute Law Revision Act, 1927*; (11) the *British North America Act, 1930*; (12) the *Statute of Westminster, 1931*; (13) the *British North America Act, 1940*; (14) the *British North America Act, 1946*; (15) the *British North America Act, 1949*; (16) the *British North America Act, 1949*; (17) the *British North America (No. 2) Act, 1949*; (18) the *Statute Law Revision Act, 1950*; (19) the *British North America Act, 1951*; (20) the *British North America Act, 1960*; (21) the *British North America Act, 1964*; (22) Order in Council Amendments (section 146 of the *British North America Act*); (23) *Constitution Act, 1982*.

\(^6\) A first attempt was made in 1927, following the Balfour Declaration of 1926 on the equality of the Dominions; a second in 1931, when the Statute of Westminster was passed; a third in 1935, when the House of Commons set up a legislative committee; a fourth in 1949, with Prime Minister Saint-Laurent's partial patriation contained in section 91.1 of the *Constitution Act, 1867*; a fifth in 1960-61, the Fulton formula; a sixth in 1964, the Fulton-Favreau formula; a seventh in 1968-71, the Victoria Charter with its four regional vetoes; an eighth in 1976, the three options proposed by Prime Minister Trudeau (1. patriation; 2. a new amending formula; 3. patriation, the amending formula, the status of the Supreme Court and the protection of fundamental and language rights); a ninth in 1979 that comprised 15 points, including the amending formula; a tenth in 1980 (with 12 points) and lastly an eleventh in November 1981, the present amending formula.
and Parliament at Westminster to patriate the Constitution and entrench a charter of rights, but that for this purpose a constitutional convention required "substantial support" by the provinces, something that was lacking in the circumstances.  

10. Prime Minister Trudeau called a conference of the 11 first ministers to secure that support. Nine of the 10 provinces agreed to the proposal on November 5, 1981. In the days and weeks that followed, the Senate and House of Commons passed a resolution on the Constitution of Canada and submitted a joint address to the Queen, and the British Parliament passed the Canada Act, which included the Constitution Act, 1982. That Act patriated the Canadian Constitution and entrenched within it an amending formula, a Charter of Rights, and several constitutional amendments including section 92A, which gave the provinces the right of indirect taxation in the area of natural resources. Quebec, which had sat at the bargaining table in Ottawa in November 1981, withheld its approval. The National Assembly of Québec endorsed this position, with the majority of provincial Liberals voting with the governing Parti Québécois.

11. Quebec challenged the constitutionality of patriation before its own Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court of Canada, arguing that Quebec had to be one of the provinces providing the required "substantial support" for such a constitutional proposal. In December 1982, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that there was no constitutional convention to that effect and that Quebec had no veto. Quebec was bound by the Constitution Act, 1982.

12. The Liberal Party came to power in Quebec following the provincial election in December 1985. At Mont Gabriel, in May 1986, Quebec laid on the bargaining table five conditions that would have to be met for it to rejoin the "constitutional family". At their annual meeting held in August 1986 at Edmonton, the Premiers agreed to limit the next constitutional round to addressing Quebec's five conditions. On April 30, 1987 at Meech Lake, 11 first ministers signed the Meech Lake Accord. The Quebec National Assembly held public hearings a few days later, and the agreement was put in legal form and signed by the 11 first ministers in the Langevin Block in Ottawa on June 3, 1987. The Accord then had to be ratified by the 11 legislatures in order to comply with the amending procedure entrenched in sections 38 to 49 of the Constitution Act, 1982.

13. The House of Commons and eight provincial legislatures gave their consent. New Brunswick and Manitoba failed to do so, and Newfoundland and Labrador rescinded its consent on April 6, 1990. A final constitutional conference was then held in Ottawa from June 2 to 9, 1990. New Brunswick finally approved the Accord on June 15, 1990, but Manitoba and Newfoundland and Labrador failed to do so. The Accord was thus rendered null and void on June 23, 1990, three years after it was ratified by Quebec.

---

8 The vote in the House of Commons, held December 2, 1981, was 246 to 24 in favour; the vote in the Senate, held December 8, 1981, was 59 to 23 in favour.
9 The vote was 111 to 9 at the National Assembly.
11 These conditions were: (1) recognition of Quebec as a distinct society; (2) a greater provincial role in immigration; (3) a provincial role in the appointment of the three civil law judges to the Supreme Court of Canada; (4) limitations on the federal spending power; and (5) a veto for Quebec on constitutional amendments.
14. Much could be written on the history of the patriation of Canada's Constitution. Quebec has been seeking a right of veto since discussions began in 1927. The issue has appeared on the agenda a good ten times. A number of formulas have been proposed.

(a) The Fulton-Favreau formula requires resolutions of the Senate, the House of Commons, and the legislatures of two-thirds of the provinces, representing at least 50 per cent of the population, for all modifications except those matters requiring unanimity.

(b) The Victoria formula requires resolutions of the Senate, the House of Commons, and the legislatures of at least two of the Atlantic provinces; all provinces having, or having ever had, at least 25% of the national population; and at least two of the Western provinces, representing at least 50 per cent of the population in that region.

(c) The Pepin-Robarts formula requires resolutions of the House of Commons and the Council of the Federations (Upper House), ratified by a referendum with majorities in each of: (1) Atlantic provinces, (2) Quebec, (3) Ontario, and (4) the Western provinces and the territories.

(d) The Toronto formula requires resolutions of the Senate, the House of Commons, and the legislatures of two-thirds of the provinces, representing at least 80 per cent of the population.

(e) The Vancouver formula requires a resolution of the Senate, the House of Commons, and the legislatures of two-thirds of the provinces, representing at least 50 per cent of the population.

B. THE SITUATION AFTER THE FAILURE OF THE MEECH LAKE ACCORD

15. In late summer 1990, Quebec established the Bélanger-Campeau Commission. This expanded parliamentary committee concluded:

The Commission recommends to the National Assembly the adoption, in the spring of 1991, of legislation establishing the process by which Quebec determines its political and constitutional future.

12 In addition to the 18 National Assembly members, commission members were: Michel Bélanger (co-chairman), Jean Campeau (co-chairman), André Ouellet (Liberal Party of Canada), Jean-Pierre Hogue (Progressive Conservative Party of Canada), Lucien Bouchard (Bloc Québécois), Marcel Beaudry (associate with the firm of Beaudry, Bertrand), Cheryl Campbell Steer (associate with the firm of Ernst and Young), Jean-Claude Beaumier (Chairman of the Union des municipalités du Québec), Claude Béland (President of the Confédération des Caisses populaires et d'économie Desjardins du Québec), Guy D'Anjou (President of the Fédération des commissions scolaires catholiques), Ghislain Dufour (President of the Conseil du patronat du Québec), Louis Laberge (President of the Fédération des travailleurs du Québec), Gérald Larose (President of the Confédération des syndicats nationaux), Roger Nicolet (President of the Union des municipalités régionales de comtés), Lorraine Pagé (President of the Centrale de l'enseignement du Québec), Charles-Albert Poissant (Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of Donahue Inc.), Jacques Proulx (President of the Union des producteurs agricoles) and Serge Türgen (President of the Union des artistes).

The Commission proposed a model for this referendum legislation:

The legislation would contain three sections, that is, a preamble; a first part dealing with a referendum to be held on Quebec sovereignty; and a second part dealing with the offer of a new partnership of constitutional nature.

16. At the federal level, two initiatives were taken: the Citizens’ Forum on Canada’s Future (the Spicer Commission) was established in November 1990 and a Special Joint Committee of the Senate and the House of Commons on the Process for Amending the Constitution of Canada (this Committee) was created on January 30, 1991. As well, in the Throne Speech of May 13, 1991, the Government signalled its intention to establish a parliamentary committee to review its forthcoming proposals on the Constitution and to consult widely with Canadians.

C. EXECUTIVE FEDERALISM

17. It is appropriate, in an overview of constitutional development, to mention executive federalism. The 11 first ministers began meeting fairly regularly in the years following the Second World War. These meetings ultimately gave birth to “executive federalism”.

18. This new “institution” or “tradition” grew out of the Senate’s failure, in the opinion of some, to fulfill at all times its role as the house representing regional and provincial interests. The provincial premiers thus stepped in to fill the void. Executive federalism also stems in part from the absence of a constitutional amending formula. Each time a need for constitutional change emerged, the two levels of government had to meet in order to negotiate the amendment that would be passed on to Westminster for enactment.

19. Legislative power was at its height in the United States in 1787 and in Canada in 1867. In the twentieth century, executive power has prevailed. Hence the new dynamic within Canadian federalism. Executive negotiation has become the preferred approach for negotiating constitutional amendments.

20. The inter-provincial conferences instituted in 1887 and revived much later in 1960 have since become an annual event. They have helped to strengthen executive federalism. 14

21. Federal-provincial constitutional conferences have become numerous in Canada as witness the Fulton-Favreau Conference of 1964; the 1971 Victoria Conference, which was devoted in part to a four regional veto amending formula; and the November 1981 conference on patriation of the Constitution.

D. CONCLUSION

22. In some respects, the present situation recalls that of the years around 1864, when the Fathers of Confederation established a federal system of government in Canada. The political and economic situation at that time was truly difficult and called for considerable creativity. This is also the case today.

14 The 1887 Conference was convoked by Quebec Premier Honoré Mercier and revived by a much later successor, Quebec Premier Jean Lesage in 1960.
23. Periods of centralization and decentralization succeed one another in the histories of federal states. Federalism is not a static condition—far from it. At this very difficult time in our history, it is up to parliamentarians to shoulder their responsibilities, first among which is that greatest of all social contracts—the Constitution, and its amending process.
A. OUR MANDATE

1. On December 17, 1990, the House of Commons passed a resolution establishing a Special Joint Committee of the Senate and House of Commons to study the process which Canadians use to amend their Constitution, and to suggest improvements. This resolution called upon the Senate to join with the House of Commons in establishing the Committee, and the Senate formally resolved to do so on January 30, 1991.

2. The mandate given to this Committee by the two Houses of Parliament was quite specific. It directed attention to the way in which the Constitution is amended, and the rules governing constitutional change which are set out in Part V of the Constitution Act, 1982. Our mandate did not direct us to study other major constitutional issues although, inevitably, our discussions did touch on such issues as the division of powers between the federal and provincial governments, the reform of the Senate and other federal institutions, and the rights of aboriginal peoples and other minorities.

3. Our mandate mentions a number of important amending process issues: (a) the role of the Canadian public in the amending process; (b) the effectiveness of the existing process and the formal rules, or amending formulas, which govern it; and (c) the need to explore alternatives, such as referenda, constituent assemblies and public hearings. Our mandate does not restrict us to the study of these items. It allows us to determine what falls within the amending process and to decide what possible reforms we should consider.

4. The creation of this Committee was an expression of Parliament's belief that the amending procedure requires improvements, and that any new constitutional change initiatives must begin with careful attention to the current amending process, and the procedural rules which govern this process. These convictions have established the fundamental direction of our work.

B. OUR WORK

5. Our formal work began in Ottawa on February 5, 1991, when we met to elect our two joint chairmen and establish the strategy we would follow in carrying out our mandate. We decided to hold an initial round of hearings in Ottawa, with invited academics and other specialists on the
amending process. This was followed by public hearings in all the provincial and territorial capitals, as well as Vancouver and Montreal. The nature of our work, we felt, made it especially important for us to be in direct touch with Canadians in all regions.

6. We began our hearings with expert witnesses starting February 19, meanwhile informing the public of our mandate and seeking public input through advertisements placed in newspapers across the country and announcements on the parliamentary television channel. It was our hope that the contributions of these experts would be useful to members of the public responding to our invitation to submit briefs, as well as providing us with an expanded knowledge base at the outset of our work.

7. We began our regional hearings in the West, with meetings from March 18 to 24 in Edmonton, Yellowknife, Whitehorse, Victoria, Vancouver, Regina and Winnipeg. Hearings in Atlantic Canada from April 8 to 12 took us to Fredericton, Halifax, St. John's and Charlottetown. We next heard witnesses in Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal, before concluding our regional hearings in Quebec City on April 30. We then heard additional witnesses in Ottawa, including five authorities on the constitutions of other federal countries, namely Belgium, Australia, Switzerland, Germany and the United States, before moving, in early May, into the drafting of this report.

8. Our call for written submissions yielded over 500 briefs, from some 450 individuals and organizations. In all, we heard 209 witnesses (individuals or groups) in the course of our hearings. We would like to express our heartfelt thanks to all who contributed by sending in submissions and appearing before the Committee. We have been impressed, and on occasion moved, by the effort which so many Canadians invested in their submissions. They ranged from one-page letters with brief responses to the questions raised by our mandate, to major works of analysis and commentary running to 50 and 100 pages. There are a lot of people who care about this country and its future. We thank them on behalf of all Canadians.

9. This report does not agree with everything that every witness has told us. That would have been impossible, since our witnesses differed from one another on all of the issues we have undertaken to address. What follows does, however, respond to what we have heard and make it clear that our decisions have been informed by the contributions of those Canadians who have favoured us with their knowledge, insights and opinions.
The Amending Procedure

A. INTRODUCTION

1. The procedure for amending the Constitution of Canada, which is set out in Part V of the Constitution Act, 1982, includes five amending formulas. Each of these formulas applies to a specific category of constitutional amendment and defines the requirements relating to provisions allowing for changes to aspects of the Constitution within each category. The five ways of amending our Constitution are: 1) the general formula (two-thirds of the provinces, representing at least 50 per cent of the population; 2) the unanimity formula; 3) the bilateral formula; 4) the federal unilateral formula; and 5) the provincial unilateral formula. Each will be dealt with briefly here.

1. The General Formula

2. Subsection 38(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982 provides the general formula for amending the Constitution. The general amending formula requires the consent of two-thirds of the provinces, with at least 50 per cent of the population of the provinces. Section 38(1) reads as follows:

   38(1) An amendment to the Constitution of Canada may be made by proclamation issued by the Governor General under the Great Seal of Canada where so authorized by

   (a) resolutions of the Senate and House of Commons; and

   (b) resolutions of the legislative assemblies of at least two-thirds of the provinces that have, in the aggregate, according to the then latest general census, at least fifty per cent of the population of all the provinces.

3. This general procedure, commonly referred to as the two-thirds and 50 per cent rule, has a residual effect. That is, it applies to all amendments other than those subject to other sections. It applies, in particular, to amendments concerning the division of legislative powers, most of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, and matters specified in section 42(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982:

   42(1) An amendment to the Constitution of Canada in relation to the following matters may be made only in accordance with subsection 38(1):

   (a) the principle of proportionate representation of the provinces in the House of Commons prescribed by the Constitution of Canada;
(b) the powers of the Senate and the method of selecting Senators;
(c) the number of members by which a province is entitled to be represented in the Senate and the residence qualifications of Senators;
(d) subject to paragraph 41(d), the Supreme Court of Canada;
(e) the extension of existing provinces into the territories; and
(f) notwithstanding any other law or practice, the establishment of new provinces.

4. Under subsection 38(3) of the Constitution Act, 1982, a province may exercise its right to opt out of a constitutional amendment that diminishes its legislative powers, proprietary rights or privileges. Subsections 38(2) and 38(3) read as follows:

38(2) An amendment made under subsection (1) that derogates from the legislative powers, the proprietary rights or any other rights or privileges of the legislature or government of a province shall require a resolution supported by a majority of the members of each of the Senate, the House of Commons and the legislative assemblies required under subsection (1).

(3) An amendment referred to in subsection (2) shall not have effect in a province the legislative assembly of which has expressed its dissent thereto by resolution supported by a majority of its members prior to the issue of the proclamation to which the amendment relates unless that legislative assembly, subsequently, by resolution supported by a majority of its members, revokes its dissent and authorizes the amendment.

5. When a province exercises its right to opt out of an amendment that transfers to Parliament provincial legislative powers relating to education or other cultural matters, reasonable compensation is provided, pursuant to section 40 of the Constitution Act, 1982.

6. The right to opt out does not apply to the amendments set out above in section 42(1), according to section 42(2) of the Constitution Act, 1982.

2. The Unanimity Formula

7. Section 41 of the Constitution Act, 1982 stipulates that certain amendments to the Constitution require the consent of the Senate, the House of Commons and the legislative assembly of each province. Unanimity is required in relation to five matters. Section 41 reads as follows:

41. An amendment to the Constitution of Canada in relation to the following matters may be made by proclamation issued by the Governor General under the Great Seal of Canada only where authorized by resolutions of the Senate and House of Commons and of the legislative assembly of each province:

(a) the office of the Queen, the Governor General and the Lieutenant Governor of a province;
(b) the right of a province to a number of members in the House of Commons not less than the number of Senators by which the province is entitled to be represented at the time this Part comes into force;
(c) subject to section 43, the use of the English or the French language;
(d) the composition of the Supreme Court of Canada; and
(e) an amendment to this Part.

3. The Bilateral Formula

8. Section 43 of the Constitution Act, 1982 authorizes amendments to provisions in the Constitution that apply to one or more, but not all, provinces. The consent of the province(s) involved is required. Section 43 stipulates that:

43. An amendment to the Constitution of Canada in relation to any provision that applies to one or more, but not all, provinces, including:

(a) any alterations to boundaries between provinces; and
(b) any amendment to any provision that relates to the use of the English or the French language within a province,

may be made by proclamation issued by the Governor General under the Great Seal of Canada only where so authorized by resolutions of the Senate and House of Commons and of the legislative assembly of each province to which the amendment applies.

9. Section 43 provides two possible examples but the use of the word “including” suggests that there may be others.

4. The Federal Unilateral Formula

10. Section 44 of the Constitution Act, 1982 authorizes Parliament to amend the provisions of the Constitution in relation to the executive government of Canada or the Senate and House of Commons, subject to sections 41 (unanimity) and 42 (general formula). Section 44 reads as follows:

44. Subject to sections 41 and 42, Parliament may exclusively make laws amending the Constitution of Canada in relation to the executive government of Canada or the Senate and House of Commons.

5. The Provincial Unilateral Formula

11. Pursuant to section 45 of the Constitution Act, 1982, the legislature of a province may amend the constitution of that province, subject to section 41. Section 45 reads as follows:

45. Subject to section 41, the legislature of each province may exclusively make laws amending the constitution of the province.

6. General Explanations

12. Amendments are made by proclamation issued by the Governor General and authorized by resolutions of the Senate, the House of Commons and provincial legislatures. The procedure can be initiated by either the House of Commons, the Senate or a provincial legislative assembly.
13. The House of Commons can veto any amendment initiated by the Senate or a provincial legislature. The Senate veto is decisive only on issues covered by section 44. In all other cases, the Senate veto is only suspensive (180 days), under subsection 47(1) of the *Constitution Act, 1982*.

14. A resolution of assent adopted by a province in those cases set out in sections 38, 41, 42 or 43 of the *Constitution Act, 1982* may be revoked at any time before the amendment to which it relates is proclaimed.

15. Pursuant to subsection 39(1) of the *Constitution Act, 1982*, a constitutional amendment under section 38 does not come into force until one year has passed, unless the legislative assembly of each province has previously adopted a resolution of assent or dissent. The maximum delay for the ratification of amendments passed under section 38 (general formula) is three years. There is no specific delay for the other amendments set out in the amending procedure.

16. Finally, it should be noted that under section 49 of the *Constitution Act, 1982*, the Prime Minister of Canada must convene a constitutional conference to review the provisions of the amending procedure within 15 years after the coming into force of the provisions on April 17, 1982. Thus, a first ministers' conference will have to be convened by 1997.

**B. THE NEED FOR CHANGE**

1. What We Heard

17. The rules set out in the formal amending procedure, which substantially define the process by which amendments are ratified, produced considerable controversy among our witnesses. There was disagreement about whether change should be made at all. Many witnesses called for changes in areas not governed by the amending procedure, while recommending that the procedure itself be left alone. As well, witnesses who favoured changes to the amending formulas disagreed about what those changes should be.

18. Some witnesses opposing amendment of the amending formulas argued that, while a variety of changes to the ratification rules may be desirable in principle, change of this kind is not practical now. It is not practical, we were told, because Quebec's decision not to participate in federal-provincial constitutional discussions, announced in the wake of the collapse of the Meech Lake process, closes the door on constitutional changes requiring unanimity (among which are changes to the amending procedure).

19. Other opponents of change took a somewhat different position: that change of the ratification rules is not needed even in principle. It was argued here that the amendment procedure has only existed since 1982, and that Canada's experience with its rules is thus too limited to permit conclusions about their value. Witnesses taking this position argued as well that the amending procedure was not the central cause of the failure of the Meech Lake Accord.

20. A smaller group of witnesses accepted the view that it is difficult to change the Constitution under the current amending procedure, and added that it should be difficult. According to these witnesses, the Constitution expresses enduring values and should be relatively unchanging.
21. On the other side in this discussion were witnesses advocating changes in the amending procedure. The changes they proposed, and the arguments with which they supported their positions, differ widely from one another and may be seen as a series of progressively larger steps away from the status quo. The most moderate positions involve changes which do not detract from reliance on federal and provincial legislatures to ratify amendments. One group of witnesses proposed expanding the number of participants involved in the ratification process to include, in certain instances, aboriginal peoples or territorial governments. Another group sought new roles for current players, frequently in response to concerns associated with Quebec.

22. A further group of witnesses called for various other reforms of the current process, from elimination of the role of the provinces to the need for greater restrictions on future amendments. A final group, which will be dealt with elsewhere, opposed ratification by legislatures and called for the use of referenda.

2. Our Analysis

23. Even though the amendment procedure is relatively new (1982) and has been used three times (twice successfully), the fact remains that citizens of the territories, aboriginal peoples and a substantial number of Canadians in Quebec have expressed, to varying degrees and for different reasons, the feeling that they are not adequately protected by the basic two-thirds and 50 per cent formula provided in sections 38 and 42 of the Constitution Act, 1982.¹

24. Territorial residents are not satisfied with sections 42(1)(e) (extension of existing provinces) and 42(1)(f) (establishment of new provinces). A number of Canadians are dissatisfied with section 40 (financial compensation only where a province opts out of an amendment relating to education and other cultural matters). Quebec does not feel adequately protected under the Constitution with respect to the Supreme Court (section 41(d)) or the Senate (subsections 42(1)(b) and (c)). The Meech Lake Accord would have recognized the constitutional status of the Supreme Court and included three civil law judges as well as the number of senators per province and the powers of the Senate. Changes to these two provisions would have required unanimity.²

25. We will come back to many of these points later in this chapter. The need for change, however, is abundantly evident. It is evident to us, as well, that the protection of Quebec with respect to the Supreme Court can be beneficially enhanced.

¹ The 1982 amending procedure has been used three times. First, in 1983, Section 38 — the general formula — was used for an amendment with respect to aboriginal peoples. Quebec did not vote, but Parliament and nine provinces gave their consent. Second, the bilateral formula of section 43 of the Constitution Act, 1982 was used for an amendment concerning the application of section 93 of the Constitution Act, 1867 to Newfoundland and Labrador. Third, the Meech Lake Accord was not ratified on time and lapsed on June 23, 1990. The Resolution, because of two points, required unanimous agreement, since it contained a change to the amending procedure as well as to the composition of the Supreme Court (section 41). The amending formula was therefore used twice successfully.

² Section 23.6 of the Constitution Act, 1867 provided that the 24 senators from Quebec must have property worth at least $4,000 in the electoral division they represent. This applies only to Quebec. Is this enough to give it a full guarantee according to section 43 of the Constitution Act, 1982? Some think it is. Many legal experts are doubtful. This is why in the Meech Lake Accord Quebec wished to be protected by the unanimity rule. Other provinces took the view that in any case the issue of Senate reform was important enough to justify the unanimity rule.
3. **Our Recommendations**

1) We recommend that the Constitution of Canada be amended to provide that at least three judges of the Supreme Court of Canada be appointed from among persons who, after having been admitted to the bar of Quebec, have, for a total of at least ten years, been judges of any court of Quebec or of any court established by the Parliament of Canada, or members of the bar of Quebec. The other six judges would be appointed from other provinces and the territories.

C. **ABORIGINAL PEOPLES AND THE TERRITORIES**

26. A major source of current dissatisfaction with the amending procedure is its failure to define formal roles for aboriginal peoples or the territories. Their claims to inclusion are examined separately in what follows.

1. **Aboriginal Peoples**

   a. **What We Heard:**

27. Aboriginal peoples and many other witnesses agreed that any description of the founding peoples of Canada that does not recognize aboriginal peoples is fundamentally flawed. This basic principle, it was argued, entails a formal role for aboriginal peoples in constitutional change. For many, this role must involve a constitutional guarantee that issues of concern to aboriginal peoples will not be left on the sidelines when other national issues are dealt with in future years. Several witnesses suggested that a role for aboriginal peoples in the initiation of amendments could be achieved through revival of the provision proposed in the June 1990 companion amendments package, which would have entrenched a requirement for triennial constitutional conferences on aboriginal issues, involving direct participation by aboriginal representatives.

28. A second major theme of aboriginal witnesses was the need for recognition of a right of consent of aboriginal peoples to constitutional change. This principle was seen as a corollary of what was widely portrayed as the primary constitutional priority of aboriginal peoples — entrenchment of the right to self government. The underlying concept here is that of sovereign nations and government-to-government relations, and the implication is that the consent principle would apply only to treaties or constitutional provisions defining the status and rights of aboriginal peoples. While some spoke of the principle of consent in terms suggesting that it could occur during or at the end of the process of developing proposals, and therefore would not have to be constitutionalized, others called for a constitutional guarantee.

29. A consent requirement could, in practice, operate as a veto. Several witnesses suggested, however, that the use of the word “consent”, which puts the emphasis on consensus-building rather than adversarial relations, reflects the spirit in which such a right would be used. It is seen by aboriginal peoples not primarily as a power to block constitutional change, but rather as a power to shape constitutional change in the light of aboriginal needs. It would apply, at a minimum, to amendments relating to constitutional provisions which recognize the rights of aboriginal peoples. Some witnesses called for a broader application, to constitutional provisions critically affecting aboriginal interests (but not restricted to aboriginal peoples).
30. While aboriginal witnesses and others differed among themselves on the necessary mechanisms, the broad themes of participation and consent were consistent throughout their testimony. It is noteworthy that we heard no “other side” on this issue. No one denied that aboriginal peoples must have a defined place in Canada’s constitutional amending process.

b. Our Analysis

31. The view that Canada has two founding nations was put forward many years ago. In 1839, Lord Durham spoke of “two nations warring in the bosom of a single State” The term “two founding nations” came into wider use at the time of Confederation. Georges-Étienne Cartier, the dominant figure of Lower Canada (Quebec), John A. Macdonald, the leader of Upper Canada (Ontario), and the other Fathers of Confederation were all of French, English, Scottish or Irish extraction.

32. The aboriginal peoples were not invited to the negotiating table in 1867 and were ignored in the British North America Act, aside from section 91.(24), which assigned to Parliament legislative authority over “Indians and lands reserved for Indians.” More recently, the rights of aboriginal peoples were recognized in section 25 of the Charter and sections 35 and 35.1 of the Constitution Act, 1982.

33. Subsequently, especially since the beginning of this century, people who were not of British or French extraction came to Canada from all parts of the world and have made a significant contribution to building Canada into what it is today. Section 27 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms mentions our multicultural heritage.

c. Our Recommendations

1) In order to protect the aboriginal and treaty rights which the Canadian Constitution guarantees to the aboriginal peoples of Canada, we recommend that any amendment to the Constitution of Canada directly affecting the aboriginal peoples require the consent of the aboriginal peoples of Canada.

2) We recommend that representatives of the aboriginal peoples of Canada be invited to participate in all future constitutional conferences.

3) We recommend that the Constitution of Canada provide for a process of biennial constitutional conferences to address the rights of aboriginal peoples, the first such conference to be convened no later than one year after the amendment comes into force.

2. Territories

a. What We Heard

34. The concerns about the amending process expressed by representatives of the territorial governments and other northerners who submitted briefs or appeared before us were very similar to the concerns of aboriginal peoples. They feel excluded and powerless. Particular resentment was

---

3 These matters are contained in s. 91(24) of the Constitution Act, 1867, and sections 25, 35 and 35.1 of the Constitution Act, 1982.

4 A similar process was provided for in s. 37 of the Constitution Act, 1982, which has now lapsed.
expressed about section 42 of the Constitution Act, 1982, which makes the creation of new provinces and the extension of provincial boundaries into the territories subject to the two-thirds and 50 per cent rule.

35. For most northerners, the remedy for exclusion has two dimensions. First, there is the need for a territorial voice at the constitutional table when first ministers are developing amendments. We will deal with this subject later.

36. Second, there is the need for a formal role in the ratification of amendments, at least where they directly affect territorial boundaries or status. Our witnesses presented several alternatives.

37. Several witnesses called for the insertion of “and territories” wherever reference is made to provinces in the current amending procedure. This would entitle territorial legislatures to participate in the ratification process with the same powers as provinces, and was seen as recognition that northerners are equal to other Canadians.

38. Most northern witnesses, however, opted for significant powers over matters directly affecting the territories, rather than quasi-provincial powers which, given the two-thirds and 50 per cent requirement of section 38, would still leave decisive power outside territorial hands. One option proposed was that sub-paragraph 42(1)(e), which makes extensions of provincial boundaries into the territories subject to the two-thirds and 50 per cent rule, should be modified to require consent by the legislature of the territory affected. It was suggested as well that existing section 43 provisions concerning changes of provincial boundaries should be modified to require the consent of any territory affected.

39. Witnesses also recommended the deletion of sub-paragraph 42(1)(f), which makes the creation of new provinces subject to the two-thirds and 50 per cent rule and thus places the future status of the territories in the hands of the federal government and existing provinces. Several witnesses suggested that the creation of new provinces, along with the extension of provincial boundaries, could either be moved to section 43 (i.e., to be decided bilaterally by the federal government and the territory concerned), or a separate constitutional provision concerning these matters could be developed. Each method was recommended on the same basis: the need for a return to the situation as it existed before 1982, where the move from territory to province would be decided by the territory concerned and the federal government.

40. As was the case with issues of concern to aboriginal peoples, our witnesses who addressed territorial issues differed over means rather than ends. No one disputed the principle that the territories should participate in the constitutional life of the country and should have a defined role in the ratification of amendments directly affecting territorial interests.

b. **Our Analysis**

41. It is certainly understandable that territorial residents do not want their territory to be annexed to an existing province against their will. It is also understandable that they would like to go back to the situation that prevailed before 1982. Between 1871 and 1982, a federal territory or a part of a federal territory could accede to the status of a new province simply by the passage of federal legislation. Manitoba in 1870 and Saskatchewan and Alberta in 1905 became provinces by federal legislation. There was some uncertainty about Manitoba, but a British law cast aside the legal indecision in 1871. From 1871 to 1982, the constitutional technique was very simple.
42. The provinces considered the matter differently in 1982. While the fears of residents of the territories are understandable, it cannot be denied that the existing provinces have valid reasons to be concerned about the creation of new provinces. In particular, the establishment of new provinces has implications with respect to equalization payments. Furthermore, creation of new provinces could alter the existing balance of provinces and regional blocs on issues where the two-thirds and 50 per cent rule applies.

43. Should we go back to the situation prior to 1982? Should the solution provided in the Meech Lake Accord, replacing the two-thirds and 50 per cent rule with the unanimity formula, be adopted? Should we be limited to the status quo?

44. Section 43 cannot settle this issue. A constitutional amendment is required in order to meet the concerns of the territories.

c. **Our Recommendations**

1) We recommend that the extension of existing provinces into the territories require the consent of the legislature of any territory and any province affected, and the Parliament of Canada.

2) We recommend:

   a) that the creation of new provinces in the territories require only the consent of the legislature of any territory affected, and the Parliament of Canada; and

   b) that it be recognized that the creation of a new province may change the equilibrium within the federation and may require review of the existing amending procedure. Should the addition of a new province require a change in the amending procedure, such change would be governed by the amending procedure in effect at that time.

3) We recommend that the territorial governments be invited to participate in all future constitutional conferences.

D. **PARLIAMENT AND PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURES**

1. **What We Heard:**

   a. **Equality, Vetoes and Unanimity**

45. Many of our witnesses recognized that Canada's current amending formula reflects complex trade-offs made in the attempt to reconcile the doctrine of equality of the provinces with the need for special protections felt in Quebec and other provinces. A major element in this reconciliation was seen to be the unanimity rule. It was portrayed as an attempt to give all provinces a veto over certain critically important kinds of change, and thus provide both provincial protection and equality, while at the same time avoiding excessive restrictions on all constitutional change.
46. Our witnesses were, however, sharply divided over the success of the existing formula and over
the direction which any attempt to alter it should take. For many, equality of the provinces is held to
be indisputable.

47. Others take a different view. A number of witnesses pointed out that the doctrine of equality of
the provinces is relatively recent and was rarely invoked before the early 1970s. These witnesses
argued that it is not part of the Canadian tradition and that the Fathers of Confederation installed a
variety of inequalities (or asymmetries) in the British North America Act of 1867 without apparent
misgivings.

48. Interestingly, many witnesses who favoured equality of the provinces also indicated that they
would be receptive to special constitutional protections for Quebec, and none offered an argument
in favour of equality of the provinces as a principle which should apply throughout the Constitution.
Those who favoured equality of the provinces took the principle to be self-evident. A much smaller
number of witnesses argued that equality of the provinces should apply in some areas (for example,
that each province should have the same legislative jurisdictions) but need not apply within the
amending formula. A great many more simply viewed the doctrine as an inescapable modern fact of
federal-provincial life, too deeply entrenched to be changed. Several witnesses told us, for example,
that many provinces would not now accept differences among provincial amending powers.

49. Another approach to the question of equality was taken by several witnesses whose comments
were clearly reflective of recent thinking relating to the equality rights of individuals. It was argued
that treating people equally when they are not equal fosters inequality, not equality. It may, indeed,
sometimes be necessary to treat people differently in order to equalize their broader life situations
and opportunities. For example, affirmative action programs permit groups that have traditionally
experienced discrimination to enjoy employment opportunities broadly equal to those of other
Canadians. The same reasoning, it was claimed, applies to the constitutional role of the provinces,
even though issues of federalism are clearly different from those of individual rights.

50. The view that differential treatment may be necessary in order to achieve broad equality was
repeatedly expressed by Quebecers. Anglophone advocates for English language minority rights
within the province joined with other Quebecers on this issue, although they also expressed fears
about their own rights within the province. These witnesses do not believe that distinctive powers for
their provincial government over constitutional change relating to language and culture, or even a
general provincial veto power, conflict with equality. On the contrary, these powers are seen as
necessary if Quebecers are to gain something which is already taken for granted by the
English-speaking majority outside Quebec — linguistic and cultural security. Quebecers clearly
stated their insistence that what distinguishes them in the Canadian federation and in Canadian
institutions must be protected.

51. The unanimity formula drew special attention from critics of the current procedure. Witnesses
pointed out that this formula enables any province to block constitutional change, even if it
represents only a small fraction of the national population. One witness went on to ask whether
Canada can afford to postpone change that is needed now merely because it “...cannot go through
the eye of the needle provided in section 41 of the Constitution Act, 1982”.

52. Other witnesses argued that provinces are unlikely to forego the powers given them by the
existing unanimity requirement and that, since amending this requirement requires unanimous
support from provincial legislatures, it must be accepted as a more or less permanent feature of the
Canadian constitutional landscape.
53. A number of witnesses, however, saw the unanimity requirement as an important defence of the position of the smaller provinces, since it enables any province, regardless of its size, to protect its interests on fundamental matters. It was also argued that by preventing the majority from imposing change on the minority, the unanimity requirement creates an imperative for the development of consensus.

54. Several witnesses went on to advocate the review and possible expansion of the unanimity rule. It was argued, for example, that the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms provisions and language rights provisions are of such fundamental importance that unanimity should be required.

b. Proposals

55. The proposals we heard recapitulate virtually every type of proposal developed during Canada’s long search for an amending procedure, as well as offering some novel permutations.

56. Some witnesses called for redistributing items between the unanimity requirement and the two-thirds and 50 per cent requirement. Among these were witnesses taking the approach reflected in the Meech Lake package and arguing that certain matters which now require the support of only two-thirds and 50 per cent are so fundamental that unanimity should be required.

57. We heard many proposals for variations on the current two-thirds and 50 per cent rule. These proposals preserve formal equality by not attaching special powers to any individual province, but would raise the population requirement to 80 or 85 per cent, and thus, in practice, give the most populous provinces a veto. It was also suggested that such a rule could require the support of all provinces having (or having ever had) a stated percentage of the population (eg. 50 per cent). Some said that such a rule should replace the unanimity formula, while others said it should replace both the unanimity rule and the current two-thirds and 50 per cent rule.

58. Still others called for an explicit Quebec veto. It was suggested, as one means of achieving this, that the two-thirds and 50 per cent rule be amended to require that the necessary two-thirds of the provinces include Quebec. While some witnesses argued that a Quebec veto should apply to all amendments, others called for a veto which would be restricted to a defined class of matters in which the province of Quebec has distinctive needs and interests. This could include matters now covered by the unanimity rule. Many witnesses went further and included matters relating to language and culture, the civil law system, the Senate, the House of Commons and the Supreme Court of Canada.

59. Some witnesses argued that an amending formula establishing regional vetoes, such as the formula agreed upon by federal and provincial first ministers at the Victoria Conference in 1971, remains the most suitable option for Canada. They noted that a regionally-based formula avoids the rigidities of unanimity, which derives from the attempt to combine special protections for Quebec with adherence to the requirements of equality of the provinces. It was argued as well that regional formulas also avoid the need for a veto restricted to Quebec, and the political difficulties involved in persuading people outside Quebec of the fairness of such an arrangement.

---

5 This proposal is also contained in “A Quebec Free to Choose”, Report of the Constitutional Committee of the Quebec Liberal Party, January 28, 1991, p. 41 (widely known as the Allaire Report).

6 See Chapter I, paragraph 14.
60. Those favouring a regionally-based formula had differing views about the pattern of regions which such a formula should reflect. Particularly in the North and in British Columbia, we heard opposition to the traditional four-part regional division which underlies the Victoria formula, and arguments on behalf of a five-region model.

2. Our Analysis:

a. The Idea of Equality of the Provinces

61. No exact parallel can be drawn between the equality of individuals and that of the provinces because while equality of individuals is expressly recognized in section 15 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, the Constitution expressly recognizes distinctions among provinces.

62. A number of obvious asymmetries are apparent in the Canadian Constitution, including for example a dual private law system, two official languages at the federal level and in two provinces, certain constitutional guarantees, and exceptions to the principle of representation according to population.

63. The decisions with regard to federalism have nothing to do with the Charter. According to the Supreme Court of Canada when Parliament legislates, it is bound by the Charter. However, the manner in which a federation is structured is not dictated by the Charter.

64. In 1867, membership in the Senate was based not on equality of the provinces but on equality of the three regions or "divisions", increased to four regions in 1915. Moreover, within each region, provincial representation is not always based on equality of the provinces.

65. The Triple-E (elected, equal, effective) formula calls this system into question with respect to representation in the Senate, and substitutes the principle of equal representation of all provinces.

b. Quebec: A Distinct Society

66. Canada is a complex country, and the amending formula must take this complexity into account. The distinct or unique character of Quebec must be reflected in the amending procedure of the Constitution of Canada. Quebec's distinctiveness may be traced back to 1774 when the Quebec Act was adopted by the Parliament of Westminster. That act reintroduced French laws in a British colony. Quebec is the only province with a civil law system, a language and a culture that are predominantly French. This distinctiveness is recognized to a certain extent in several sections of the Constitution Act, 1867: 92.(13), 94, 98, 133, as well as in an important statute as the Supreme Court Act. The amending procedure should reflect Quebec's distinct character, which is fundamental to the nature of our country.

c. Looking for a Constitutional Protection

67. Quebec has sought constitutional protection since the Dominion-Provincial Conference of 1927. Protection was offered in Victoria in June 1971, but Quebec rejected the Victoria Charter because a dispute over the division of powers was unresolved.
68. Quebec subsequently sought a direct or indirect veto. The so-called Toronto formula, requiring two-thirds of the provinces with 80 per cent of the population, and the two-thirds and 75 per cent formula were considered but rejected.

69. During the negotiations on the Meech Lake Accord in 1987, Quebec's demand for a veto over constitutional change in certain key areas was resolved by broadening the unanimity requirement in section 41, so that effectively all provinces, including Quebec, would have a veto. The following would have been added to section 41:

(a) the principle of proportionate representation of the provinces in the House of Commons prescribed by the Constitution of Canada;

(b) the powers of the Senate and the method of selecting Senators;

(c) the number of members by which a province is entitled to be represented in the Senate and the residence qualifications of Senators;

(d) subject to paragraph 41(d), the Supreme Court of Canada;

(e) the extension of existing provinces into the territories; and

(f) notwithstanding any other law or practice, the establishment of new provinces.

70. The unanimity rule is unwieldy. In general, it is not found in the constitutions of modern federations. Few witnesses advocated the rule.

d. A Veto for Quebec

71. On a number of occasions, discussion focussed on the question of a veto on all matters now under the two-thirds and 50 per cent requirement. This would involve a requirement that Quebec be among the two-thirds. Some witnesses argued that Quebec should be given such a veto without the need for regional vetoes.

72. This protection was justified because Quebec has a language, a culture, and a system of law that differ from those of the other provinces.

e. The Pepin-Robarts Formula

73. The constitutional amendment formula advocated in the 1979 Pepin-Robarts Report consists of a resolution by the Council of Federation (Upper House) and the House of Commons ratified by a national referendum with a majority in each of the four regions: (a) the Atlantic provinces; (b) Quebec; (c) Ontario; (d) the four western provinces and the North. This is the Australian referendum formula tailored to fit the Canadian context. This formula reflects the regional diversity of Canadian society, and requires final approval from the people.

f. The Victoria Formula

74. The 1971 Victoria formula of four regional vetoes came back to the forefront during the periods when Committee members asked questions of the witnesses.7

75. A few witnesses believed that this formula was out of date and should not be revived. Others claimed the opposite.

7 See Chapter I, paragraph 14.
g. **Five Regional Vetoes**

76. Some witnesses proposed five regions instead of four. British Columbia could constitute the fifth region.

h. **The Protection of Quebec’s Interests**

77. We must also consider the issue of a veto in areas in which Quebec can claim distinctiveness: language, culture and civil code, for example.

78. Thus, within the central institutions (the Senate, House of Commons, and Supreme Court of Canada), Quebec seeks to guarantee the presence of three judges among the nine judges of the Supreme Court.\(^8\) Quebec’s current protection under section 41 of the *Constitution Act, 1982* is not ironclad, as legal experts such as Professor Peter Hogg explained to the Committee.

79. Prior to the negotiation of what became the Meech Lake Accord in 1987, Quebec sought a veto over significant constitutional change as one of its five conditions for accepting the *Constitution Act, 1982*. During negotiations on the Accord, the response of the other provinces to Quebec was an expanded unanimity requirement.

80. Some witnesses suggested a double majority (anglophone and francophone) rule for the Senate with regard to cultural and linguistic matters, and a “Canadian” and “Quebec” majority rule for questions affecting “civil law”. In these areas of constitutional amendments, the Senate would have a decisive veto instead of merely a suspensive veto.

81. Whether the issue is a partial veto, constitutional guarantees, or special protection for Quebec within central institutions (Senate, House of Commons and Supreme Court), Quebec would find it difficult to be content with the current amending process. Quebec has sought a more explicit protection on Senate and Supreme Court appointments. In a federation, these central institutions play a very important role.

82. The Pepin-Robarts formula, the Victoria formula or the five-regional-vetoes rule could replace or partially modify sections 38, 41 and 42 and leave sections 43, 44 and 45 intact. One of these three formulas\(^9\) could also replace section 41 alone.

83. Given the range of possible alternatives to the current amending procedure and the range of considerations which needs to be addressed, the task of evaluating amending formulas is intimidating. The general contours of the amending procedure we feel would be best suited to the needs of Canada emerge, however, from an examination of the critical balances which amending formulas must achieve.

84. Amending procedures strike a centrally important constitutional balance, the balance between resistance to change and receptivity to change. A degree of resistance to change is needed in order to achieve stability in the fundamental law of the land. It is also necessary in order to ensure that

\(^8\) Quebec judges would be required to be Quebec lawyers or to have been members of the Quebec bar for at least ten years.

\(^9\) See Chapter I, paragraph 14.
amendments have been fully considered and are not the product of passing fads. At the same time, too much resistance to change results in rigidity and the failure of a constitution to evolve in tandem with changing public priorities and needs.

85. The balance between stability and change is particularly sensitive in Canada, because the Constitution is a source of vital protection for Quebec and other provinces, as well as for minorities. When the current amending rules were established in 1982, Quebec's need for safeguards against the imposition of unacceptable change, in combination with the determination of other provinces to have powers equal to those of Quebec, led to the creation of an amending procedure with strong safeguards against undesired change. As has been noted, change in some categories must be approved unanimously in order to be ratified, and in most other categories dissident provinces can opt out of changes.

86. The amending rules clearly enable change in matters requiring unanimity to be resisted unless it is backed by a high level of consensus. At the same time, however, the general procedure permits change to occur even where it is opposed by up to three provinces, containing 49.9 per cent of the population. While provinces may opt out of changes made under this rule, they are likely to incur financial penalties for doing so, except in the areas of education and culture.

87. In our view, the current formula is an awkward compromise which may prevent needed changes from occurring and which also fails to provide the full protection required by individual provinces, in particular by Quebec. Canadians must not allow themselves to forget that Quebec is the institutional shelter for six million of their fellow citizens whose first language is French, who perceive their government and its powers as primary defences against the assimilationist pull of the surrounding 250 million English-speaking North Americans. Our recognition of the distinctiveness of Quebec society is hollow unless we show ourselves willing to do what is necessary to maintain that distinctiveness. It is clear that for most Quebeckers, one necessary improvement would be the broadening of protections against unacceptable constitutional change.

88. A new amending formula must also address the concerns of Canadians in minority regions--in the West and in Atlantic Canada. Many Canadians in these regions are strongly committed to the doctrine of equality of the provinces and have expressed, as well, their desire for greater weight in national decision-making.

89. Our view is that the doctrine of equality of the provinces does not preclude variations in provincial roles or powers. Such variations or asymmetries have occurred since 1867 and have, for the most part, contributed positively to the flexibility which is a fundamental advantage of our federal arrangements. Just as the equality of individuals should not be seen as requiring identical treatment, so the equality of the provinces should not be seen as precluding the tailoring of roles and powers to the particular needs of people in any individual province.

90. We also are concerned that a narrow view of equality of the provinces may bring it into conflict with equality of the person. If Canada's smallest province, with .5 per cent of the population, has the same power over constitutional change as its largest province, with 37 per cent of the population, then the constitutional weight of any individual in the smallest province becomes vastly disproportionate to the weight of a citizen of the largest province.
91. Canadians cannot have both equalities of the person and of provinces. They can, however, have a balance between these two equalities if they are willing to recognize that the principle of equality of the provinces allows for variations among the provinces in specific roles and powers, according to their different needs and for the purpose of furthering overall equality.

92. Our view is that a balance between the equalities of province and person can be achieved in a regionally-based amending formula, along the lines of the Victoria formula, which recognizes the Atlantic provinces, Quebec, Ontario, and the West as regions and gives each a veto over constitutional amendments. In addition to balancing the equalities, this formula largely avoids the combination of too much protection (unanimity) and too little protection (two-thirds and 50 per cent) contained in our present formula. It thus strikes a more consistent balance between resistance to change and receptivity to change even while, as we propose, preserving the unanimity requirement for certain essential matters.

93. A regional formula, in tandem with a commitment to carry out Senate reform which would address desires in the minority regions for greater weight in national decision-making, could, we feel, meet the needs of both central and outlying regions in Canada.

3. Our Recommendations

1) We recommend that the amending formula contained in sections 38 and 42 of the Constitution Act, 1982 (whereby the approval of the Senate, the House of Commons and at least two-thirds of the provinces representing at least 50 per cent of the population is required) and the amending formula in section 41 (whereby the approval of the Senate and the House of Commons and every province is required) be changed such that constitutional amendments would require the approval of the Senate and the House of Commons and each of the four regions of Canada, as follows:

   a) at least two of the following provinces: Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland;

   b) Quebec;

   c) Ontario; and

   d) at least two of Manitoba, British Columbia, Saskatchewan and Alberta, representing at least 50% of the population of that region.

except that the requirement of unanimity should be retained respecting

   i) the use of the English or the French language (as contained in section 41(c) of the Constitution Act, 1982);

   ii) the proprietary rights of provinces;

   iii) the offices of the Queen, Governor General and Lieutenant Governor;
iv) any change to provisions i to iii,
and excepting provisions with respect to the territories and the aboriginal peoples
contained in other recommendations.

2) In making this recommendation, the Committee realizes that, in practice, a new
amending formula should be adopted only in the context of a substantial package of
constitutional reforms including, for instance, the reform of the Senate.

3) We recommend that the amending formula contained in sections 43, 44 and 45 of
the Constitution Act, 1982 remain unchanged.

E. FLEXIBILITY OPTIONS

94. Our attention has been drawn to a number of proposals for constitutional and other
protections designed to prevent any single province from using a veto power to block constitutional
change in all provinces. A number of these proposals fall outside the amending procedure and thus
warrant mention primarily for future reference. Among these are: increased use of the existing
federal capacity to delegate administrative authority to the provinces, and provisions allowing
certain exclusive federal and provincial powers to become concurrent powers, with a stipulation in
each case indicating which order of government would have paramountcy.

95. Other possibilities for introducing greater flexibility into our Constitution involve the
amending procedure. They relate to section 43, which sets out the rules for amendments affecting
the federal government and some but not all provinces; and the opting out provision (section 38(3)
of the Constitution Act, 1982), which is an element of the existing general (two-thirds and 50 per cent)
formula. We examine, in addition, the delegation of powers.

1. Section 43 (Bilateral Formula)

a. What We Heard

96. A number of witnesses suggested that section 43 might be used to allow delegation of certain
federal powers to one or several provinces with particular reasons to exercise those powers, without
affecting the other provinces, or without requiring their constitutional assent.

97. Some witnesses noted that this arrangement would allow Quebec to deal directly with the
federal government on a carefully limited class of issues, such as linguistic and cultural powers,
which bear a different relationship to the government of Quebec than to other provincial
governments. They stressed, however, that section 43 was intended to deal only with constitutional
provisions which apply in some but not all provinces. They noted that extending section 43 to permit
widespread bilateral deal-making could lead to creation of a chequerboard of provincial powers and
jurisdictions, and to protracted instability.

98. Other witnesses disagreed with extending the use of section 43 as a means of tailoring the
distribution of federal and provincial powers in response to specific needs of Quebec or any other
province. Language, education and culture were specifically mentioned as examples of matters
which affect all provinces, and therefore fall outside section 43.
b. Our Analysis

99. Section 43 does not permit one province to be given a different legislative status from another. In principle, provinces enjoy equal powers insofar as the division of powers between Parliament and the ten provincial legislatures is concerned.

100. Some marked cases of asymmetry do exist. Section 93 of the Constitution Act, 1867, which deals with education is not the same for all provinces, notably for Manitoba and above all for Newfoundland and Labrador. Quebec is exempted from section 94 of the Constitution Act, 1867, which provides for the uniformity of laws relative to property and civil rights. Section 98 of the Constitution Act, 1867, reflects this asymmetry in its provision concerning the appointment of Quebec's judges.

101. Section 43 of the Constitution Act, 1982 is restricted to “any provision that applies to one or more, but not all, provinces”. Since, in principle, sections 91 (federal powers) and 92 (provincial powers) apply to all provinces, section 43 cannot be used to grant an asymmetric legislative status to any one province.

102. A province can only be granted different legislative powers if the federal government and two-thirds of the provinces, representing at least 50 per cent of the population, consent to the change. In short, what is needed is a constitutional amendment based on section 38 and not on section 43.

2. Opting Out

a. What We Heard:

103. Sections 38(3) and 40 of the Constitution Act, 1982 enable provinces to opt out of amendments reducing provincial legislative powers, proprietary rights, or any other rights or privileges of the province. The province receives financial compensation when opting out of an amendment which transfers its provincial powers over education and culture. A number of witnesses argued that these provisions are a valuable source of constitutional flexibility. They enable provinces to protect themselves from amendments which do not meet their needs, without blocking constitutional changes elsewhere in Canada.

104. Most who favoured the opting-out rule recommended extending the right to reasonable compensation (as the Meech Lake Accord did) to cover not just education and culture but any amendment transferring jurisdiction from the provincial governments to the federal government.

105. Opinion was by no means unanimous on the opting-out provision, however. Some witnesses viewed opting out with suspicion, as a means for gradually introducing province-to-province variations in powers and status.

---

10 The protection of denominational rights and denominational school systems varies in certain cases.

11 If a legislative competence is transferred to the Parliament of Canada by a constitutional amendment, a province may choose to opt out and retain its legislative competence. This is the right to opt out. If proprietary rights of the provinces were to be transferred to the federal Parliament by amendment, a province could choose to retain them.
b. Our Analysis

106. The right to opt out is included in subsection 38(3). Section 40 recognizes the right of a province to financial compensation only for amendments “relating to education or other cultural matters”. The Meech Lake Accord would have extended the right of a province to financial compensation where a proposed amendment transferred legislative powers from a provincial legislature to Parliament.

107. The right of a province to opt out exists only for the transfer of a legislative power from a province to the federal Parliament. Opting out thus offers a certain protection to provinces for amendments concerning the division of powers, but not for amendments concerning central institutions. One cannot opt out of the Senate, the House of Commons or the Supreme Court. This is one of the reasons that the Meech Lake Accord would have expanded the unanimity requirement to include central institutions.

3. Administrative arrangements and delegation of legislative power

108. The Constitution is a document designed to serve as a lasting foundation for government. It should not be amended like an ordinary statute. However, there is no question that the Constitution is evolving considerably as a result, for example, of court decisions, notably those of the Supreme Court of Canada.

109. Administrative arrangements between Ottawa and individual provinces, concerning such matters as immigration, social security, and fisheries, also add flexibility to the process of implementing federalism without making it necessary to amend the Constitution. Such arrangements have been particularly important since World War II.

110. Parliament cannot, however, delegate its legislative powers to a provincial legislature, and vice versa. This is impossible without an amendment to the Constitution. Powers attributed to Parliament and legislatures by the Constitution are mutually exclusive. Certain amending formulas authorizing this kind of delegation have been proposed, including the Fulton-Favreau formula, but the idea was set aside in 1981.

111. Having regard to the actual context respecting the division of powers, and since the right to opting out would no longer exist if the four regional vetos were adopted, it might be advantageous for Parliament and legislatures to be allowed to delegate to one another legislative powers in order to settle a particular problem in a given province.

4. Our Recommendations

1) The delegation of powers between Parliament and legislatures does not exist. Its existence should be provided for by constitutional amendment, and we strongly recommend that the next constitutional committee study that question in the framework of the division of powers.

2) We recommend that the relationship between opting out and an amending procedure with four regional vetoes be studied by the next Parliamentary Committee. The next Committee should also study in what fields a province should be able to exercise a right to opt with compensation.

F. THE THREE-YEAR RATIFICATION PERIOD

1. What We Heard

112. The three-year maximum time limit, which currently applies to constitutional amendments based on the two-thirds and 50 per cent rule received comments from a number of witnesses. Several drew attention to the fact that the limit applies only to amendments proceeding under the general formula, and called for the Constitution to be amended to make it clear that the limit applies in all formulas. It was also suggested that the start of the ratification period should not have to await the passage of a constitutional resolution in one of the legislatures. This proposal is intended to eliminate delays which would result when no legislature passes a resolution (after first ministers have agreed on one, presumably). An alternative starting point for the ratification process in the Constitution was not specified, however.

113. The major concern of those commenting on the ratification period, however, was its length. Several witnesses argued it should be lengthened, to five years for example, in order to reduce the time pressures involved in the process.

114. The dominant theme among witnesses who called for a change in the time period was, however, that the current period is too long. Proposals for an appropriate period ranged from 30 days to two years. Witnesses related most of these proposals directly to the Meech Lake experience. It was argued that the length of time during which the Meech Lake amendments were before legislatures had a major impact on the fate of the package. For many, this made the need to shorten the ratification period virtually self-evident.

115. Opponents of a shortened period argued that the purpose of the ratification process is not necessarily to ratify proposals, but to subject them to scrutiny, and that the process should therefore be open to influence by mobilized public opinion or elections. Many also disputed the claim that the three-year ratification period was a major factor in the failure of the Meech Lake amendments. The problems encountered by the amendments, according to these witnesses, were political rather than due to flaws in process.

2. Our Analysis

116. Elsewhere in this report, we have called for mandatory public hearings on constitutional amendment resolutions. We have called for participation by the territories and aboriginal peoples in the constitutional discussions that lead to such amendment resolutions. We have recommended the possible usage of a referendum to confirm the existence of a national consensus. With these changes, we do not think that a full three years for the legislatures of Canada to ratify a formal amendment resolution is either appropriate or necessary. Decisions by legislatures to accept or reject a resolution should and could be reached sooner.
117. We believe the ratification period should be restricted to two years. We were not convinced that there would be an advantage to lengthening the ratification deadline or eliminating it altogether. The final months leading up to the demise of the Meech Lake Accord failed to convince us that six more months would have changed anything. Some constitutions do not provide for any ratification deadline whatsoever. The framers of the Constitution chose to include one. A ratification deadline is essential. Two years is a reasonable period of time.

118. The deadline should be set at two years in all cases. At present, a three-year time limit is expressly stated only for the general amending formula. No ratification period is specified in the case of section 41. Some legal scholars have concluded that the three-year time limit should apply implicitly. Others believe that there is no actual time limit. Doubts persist and these must be cleared up once and for all.

119. Section 46 of the Constitution Act, 1982 stipulates that “a resolution of assent made for the purposes of this Part may be revoked at any time before the issue of a proclamation authorized by it”. A few witnesses referred to this matter. There appeared to be some opposition to a resolution of dissent. One possibility would be to allow a province or the federal Parliament to revoke a resolution only if such action is approved in a referendum by a simple majority of the people concerned.

3. Our Recommendations

We recommend that the maximum period for the ratification of proposed constitutional amendments be two years, beginning on the day on which a proposal is ratified by either a federal or provincial legislature.

G. PROVINCIAL EQUALITY AND PROPRIETARY INTERESTS

1. What We Heard

120. The concept of provincial equality was advanced largely by Alberta, during discussions leading to the 1982 constitution. It is reflected in section 41, which sets out five categories of amendments requiring unanimity, the final of which, 41(e), requires unanimity for any change to any part of the current amending formulas. Alberta’s concern is linked to Senate reform and to its insistence that “provincial rights, proprietary interests and jurisdiction” must remain guaranteed as they are in section 38(3). If they are transferred to the federal authority, any province may choose to opt out of the transfer and retain them.

121. The concept of provincial equality was again reflected in the Meech Lake Accord: amendments changing the nature of central institutions would have required unanimous consent.

122. One Premier who is a champion of provincial equality rejects the concept of unanimity.14


14 “Our amending formula is absurd insofar as it allows a single province to hold up important reforms”.
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2. **Our Analysis**

123. The guarantee that Alberta has is iron-clad only as long as section 41(e) remains. But, if unanimity were no longer required to amend Part V (dealing with the amendment procedure), or if proprietary rights are not included in section 41, then section 38(3) is at risk. We should therefore retain the unanimity rule for proprietary rights.

3. **Our Recommendations**

We recommend that the proprietary rights of the provinces remain protected by the unanimity rule.\(^{15}\)

\(^{15}\) See our recommendation concerning the amending formulas, pages 26-27.
A. INTRODUCTION: THE CANADIAN EXPERIENCE

1. The Constitution Act, 1867, which establishes among other things the legislative, executive and judicial powers, has no provisions at all dealing with the referendum. Sections 3, 4 and 5 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, which establish the democratic rights of every Canadian citizen (including participation in the electoral process as voter or candidate), are equally silent on the subject. Since it is neither explicitly authorized nor explicitly forbidden, recourse to a referendum is thus left to the preference of our political leaders: it is optional. Any government in Canada, whether federal, provincial or municipal, may decide to hold a referendum in the exercise of its powers. When not entrenched in the Constitution, a constitutional referendum is nothing more than a consultative mechanism.¹

1. Definition and Types of Referenda

2. A referendum is a consultation of the people about a specific measure. Webster's Third New International Dictionary defines "referendum" as:

   the principle or practice of submitting to popular vote a measure passed upon or proposed by a legislative body or by popular initiative (p. 1908).

3. There are various types of referenda. A referendum may be consultative or binding. The process itself may be optional or compulsory.

4. In certain countries (such as Switzerland), a distinction is made between the "popular veto", which enables the public to oppose a measure passed by the federal assembly or other legislature, and the "popular initiative", which gives a certain number of citizens, the number being defined by law, the right to demand that the legislature or assembly consider a bill that the citizens present to

¹ Rather than distinguishing between the terms "plebiscite" and "referendum", the Committee has opted to use "referendum" as colloquially understood. A consultative referendum is one whose results are not legally binding on the government. A referendum with force and effect, on the other hand, is a binding, or ratification, referendum. See the Pepin-Robarts Task Force Report, Coming to Terms—The Words of the Debate, 1979, p. 19-20; P. Boyer, Lawmaking by the People—Referendum and Plebiscite in Canada, Toronto, Butterworth, 1982, pp. 12-14.
it.  

2. **The National Referenda of 1898 and 1942**

5. The government of Canada has twice resorted to a referendum to have a controversial question settled by the people. In 1898, when there was disagreement over the legalization of the sale of alcoholic beverages, Sir Wilfrid Laurier’s government gave the public the opportunity to decide. In 1942, William Lyon Mackenzie King’s government wished to be released from its promise not to impose conscription, and held a referendum on the subject.  

6. The results of these referenda threw into sharp contrast the differences of opinion that existed between the province of Quebec and the rest of Canada on the two subjects. In both cases Quebec voiced an opinion that was opposed to that of the other provinces.

7. The Canadian political system, founded on the principles of “responsible government”, “the rule of law”, “fundamental rights” and “democratic rights”, did not in 1867 require that the holding of referenda be institutionalized. The Fathers of Confederation preferred to keep the principle of parliamentary democracy intact rather than introduce direct democracy.

8. Neither the *Constitution Act, 1867* nor any of its amendments was ever ratified by a national referendum. Such a procedure was suggested during the discussions on patriation of the Constitution, but the suggestion was not adopted.

3. **Provincial Referenda**

9. Every Canadian province except New Brunswick has held at least one referendum. Prohibition was the question at one time or another in all provinces. But the one that comes to mind most readily is the 1980 sovereignty-association referendum in Quebec.

4. **The Newfoundland and Labrador Referenda of 1948**

10. Two referenda were held in Newfoundland and Labrador in 1948 before it joined the federation in 1949. Both of them concerned its future, and involved more than one question or more than one choice. In the first, held June 3, 1948, the electorate had to choose among (a) the status quo; (b) the principle of responsible government; or (c) joining Canada. In this referendum 44.55 per cent of voters favoured the second option, and 41.32 per cent the third. On July 22, 1948, a second referendum was held with only two questions: joining Canada or responsible government. This time 52.44 per cent chose the first solution and the 47.66 per cent the second.

---

2 See chapter VII, part 3.

3 The question was worded as follows: “Are you in favour of releasing the government from any obligation arising out of any past commitments restricting the methods of raising men for military service?”


5 See P. Boyer, note 1 supra, p. 39ff.
5. Referenda and Votes of Confidence

11. At neither the federal nor the provincial level does a referendum act as a vote of confidence. The value of a federal or provincial referendum is moral, political and consultative. Mackenzie King won his 1942 referendum and modified his war policy accordingly. Quebec Premier René Lévesque lost his referendum on May 20, 1980, and remained in power, successfully contesting the provincial election in May of the following year. There is nothing unconstitutional about a government defeated in a consultative referendum remaining in power as long as the legislature supports it.

6. Wording of the Referendum Question and Organization of the Referendum

12. A referendum question may be worded by the executive (the government) or the legislature (Parliament or legislative assembly), or delegated to a third body. The wording of the Quebec referendum question of May 20, 1980, was determined by the Quebec government. The legislation governing referenda may require either a simple or a qualified majority for the question to pass. The legislation may also set out how referenda are to proceed and all the details related to their organization. In the Quebec referendum, for example, the legislation required supporters of the “Yes” and “No” sides to form a single group each.

7. Referendum Legislation

13. Attempts have been made at both the federal and the provincial levels to introduce a more permanent system of direct participation. Under the Bertrand government in Quebec, a referendum bill was submitted to the National Assembly in 1970 but did not pass. In April 1978 the Trudeau government introduced in the House of Commons Bill C-40, An Act respecting Public Referendums in Canada on Questions relating to the Constitution of Canada, which reappeared on the order paper several months later, during a subsequent session, with the number C-9. Neither bill was adopted.

14. Quebec passed the “Loi sur la consultation populaire” in 1978. In March 1991, British Columbia passed the Constitutional Amendment Approval Act, which requires the provincial legislature to submit proposed constitutional amendments to the electorate and receive the approval of the people before ratifying them. A bill dealing with popular initiatives is currently under study before the Saskatchewan legislature. The National Assembly of Quebec is currently studying a bill providing for an eventual referendum on the political and constitutional future of Quebec (Bill No. 150).
B. WHAT WE HEARD

15. The presentations to the Committee that dealt with referenda, either in testimony at the hearings or in written briefs, were concerned as much with the principle of the referendum as with organizing and administering such a process. In its first part, this section will look at the general comments made on the principle of the referendum; in the second, it will look more specifically at how a referendum might be organized and administered.

16. A great number of witnesses took the position that the Constitution belongs to the people and the people must be enabled to pronounce on it. From their perspective, a referendum is one of the best means of giving citizens the feeling that the Constitution does indeed belong to them and of allowing them the last word on approving or amending it.7

1. The Principle of the Referendum

17. A referendum may be used as either a consultative mechanism or a ratification mechanism. When it is used as a consultative mechanism, the aim is to discover the people's views on a given issue. It becomes a sort of full-scale poll, preceded by debate. When a referendum is used as a ratification (or repeal) mechanism, it gives the people the power to decide whether a proposed measure should become—or remain—law. A ratification referendum has force and effect. Because the results are binding on Parliament or the government, such a referendum is sometimes called a binding referendum.

a. Some General Questions

18. A number of witnesses expressed the view that Canada's experience with referenda was such that the prospect of holding another one, and even more, of using the procedure regularly, was not particularly appealing.

19. Before resorting to this mechanism, the precise goal would have to be made very clear. If the government wishes to determine citizens' views on a particular question, public hearings or a constituent assembly could accomplish this as well as a referendum. To a number of witnesses, a referendum is not the ideal consultative instrument. Shades of opinion on a proposal cannot be differentiated. It forces those who disagree with a single element of the proposal to reject the whole thing, instead of leaving open the possibility of a collegial body settling differences of opinion or choosing an option. It is all or nothing.

20. Referring specifically to the federal consultations of 1898 and 1942, a number of witnesses commented that referenda might have made these clashes of opinion between the different communities over their perception of Canadian society appear even more starkly obvious, and

---

6 It should be noted that the majority of oral and written presentations to the Committee did not deal with referenda.

7 This claim may arise from the fact that the Charter of Rights and Freedoms recognizes what are now referred to as "new constitutional players", and that these groups see this recognition as giving them a kind of special proprietorial interest in the document that recognizes them. However, their claim should not be confused with somewhat similar remarks by Chief Justice Rinfret in A.G. Nova Scotia v. A.G. Canada [1951] SCR 31, which were made in a totally different context and do not necessarily mean the same thing. According to Chief Justice Rinfret: "The Constitution of Canada does not belong either to Parliament, or to the Legislatures; it belongs to the country and it is there that the citizens of the country will find the protection of the rights to which they are entitled".
might therefore have accentuated divisions and polarized the debate. A future referendum might have the same results. Indeed, there are those who fear that a national referendum might overwhelm the votes of minorities.

b. Political Responsibility

21. Some witnesses criticized the use of a referendum on the grounds that by resorting to it, our political leaders would be abdicating their responsibility, leaving decisions up to the public instead of dealing with them themselves. In the opinion of these witnesses, our politicians would be evading the consequences of difficult decisions. On the other hand it was also argued by adherents of the idea of direct popular democracy that this mechanism is a means for public participation that can only benefit society as a whole. By taking part directly and regularly in the decision-making process, the public at large would be better informed and more aware of the Canadian reality.

22. Some witnesses claimed that some politicians have used the possibility of a referendum on an issue as a threat to obtain concessions from other parties.

23. Witnesses who want politicians to shoulder their own responsibilities usually commented that if a referendum has to be held, it should be non-binding. They argued that a referendum must not become a substitute for political decision-making and that a consultive referendum would have several advantages. If the result were close, politicians could regard the referendum as simply an opinion poll and choose not to act on it, while if the result were unequivocal, the people would be more likely to accept it as binding. Politicians would always have the option of interpreting the vote and analyzing its consequences before applying the results.

24. Along the same lines, some witnesses pointed out that politicians are not elected to act only as popular opinion demands, but that they must display judgment and make decisions if they are truly to assume their role as representatives of the community. According to these witnesses, the different elements of the community have to be taken into account.

c. Obligatory or Optional Referenda

25. Some witnesses mentioned that if it is decided to make the referendum part of the constitutional process, the next step is to decide whether it should be obligatory or optional. Would a referendum have to be held in all cases, only when Parliament or the government saw fit, or would it depend on the importance of the question?

26. Apart from the witnesses who favour holding a referendum on all constitutional questions, the common view was that only constitutional amendments of special importance should be subject to a referendum. A purely technical matter, for example, might not require the expense of a national referendum.

27. When the question arose of who would decide what issues are important, the witnesses generally conceded that Parliament or the government ought to determine whether a referendum would be held or not. Among the many suggestions made to us, two should be noted here: one argued that as a general rule a referendum should be held unless there was a qualified majority (two-thirds or more) against holding one in both Houses of Parliament; the second took the opposite view and argued that there should not be a referendum unless both Houses of Parliament voted in favour of it.
28. Others suggested that a referendum on the Constitution could be initiated by the public in the form of a petition signed by a specified and fairly substantial number of voters.

29. Other witnesses also submitted that a referendum could be held only when a legislature did not ratify a proposal. In that case the referendum would be at the provincial level and would constitute the approval or rejection of the legislature's decision. Similarly, some witnesses said a referendum should be required at the provincial level to authorize a newly elected premier not to respect his predecessor's commitment to support a constitutional amendment.

d. Referenda and Minorities

30. A number of comments were made by witnesses about the heterogeneity of Canada's population and the appropriateness of holding referenda within such a society. We saw that the idea sparked vigorous opposition from groups representing minorities. The associations of francophones living outside Quebec were unanimous in opposing referenda on constitutional issues. Alliance Quebec, for its part, although it did not categorically reject the idea of a referendum, expressed the view that it would be better avoided. The representatives of the First Nations who spoke to the issue all voiced serious doubts about referenda as a means of consulting the people or reaching a decision.

31. Several witnesses feared that "the dictatorship of the majority" might deprive them of their rights. Making decisions in this way is, in their view, not at all suited to a pluralistic society. It carries the risk of stirring up prejudice and accentuating differences. Although democracy in the strictest sense of the word might be considered a form of "dictatorship by the majority" because it expresses the will of the majority, it still has room for minority rights. Interest groups can make themselves heard, and their opinions are not usually crushed beneath the weight of the majority's indifference.

e. Popular Participation

32. A number of witnesses expressed scepticism about the use of the referendum as a means of involving the public in discussions on constitutional matters. When there is a crisis and feelings are running high, it is reasonable to expect the public to turn out for a referendum in fairly large numbers, but this is unlikely to be the case when the subject is not one of national interest or when there is no link at all with people's concerns.

33. Furthermore, people lose interest when referenda on constitutional matters are held frequently. In Switzerland, where there have been 30 referenda between 1979 and 1990, voter turn-out is around 30 to 40 per cent.\[8\]

34. Some witnesses concluded that referenda ought to be held very infrequently, and only on important issues, while others argued that the effect of using referenda might be to make the people more aware of the workings of government and more eager to participate.

f. At What Stage in the Amending Process

35. Some witnesses argued that if a referendum were used as a consultative measure, it should be held after the amending proposal is drafted but before it is ratified, so that if necessary the proposal could be amended. If, on the other hand, a binding referendum was the mechanism chosen, it would

\[8\] See chapter VII.
logically have to occur after the final version of the amending proposal was drafted and would constitute the adopting procedure, or at any rate part of it. Some witnesses suggested that a proposed amendment could be ratified according to the existing formula and a referendum then held to confirm it.

**g. Timeframe for Holding a Referendum**

36. A number of witnesses reminded us that the time allowed to elapse between putting forward the proposition and holding the referendum should meet two specific criteria. It should be long enough for the most productive debate possible, but short enough to maintain public interest in the issue. The timeframe could also depend on the importance of the question.

**2. Organizing and Administering a Referendum**

37. In addition to the principle of the referendum, the Committee considered how such a consultative or ratifying procedure should be organized and administered.

**a. Entrenchment or Passage of Federal Legislation**

38. Some witnesses contended that the referendum ought to be a stage in the amending process and therefore ought to be part of the amending formula itself. Others argued for greater flexibility, stating their view that the terms and conditions of a referendum ought to be defined by federal legislation, without entrenchment of the principle of a referendum in the Constitution.

39. Witnesses who opposed entrenching the idea of referenda in the Constitution's amending formula argued that once it was entrenched, a referendum would become obligatory every time an amendment was proposed, whether the subject was appropriate for the process or not. Submitting minor or purely technical amendments to a referendum would be nothing but a waste of effort.

40. Both groups agreed that the administrative procedures for holding a referendum should be spelled out in a federal law.

**b. Drafting the Referendum Question**

41. Some witnesses contended that the wording of the question was so important it should require approval by Parliament and the provincial legislatures, while others made various suggestions on the procedure to follow in drafting the question:

   - The normal process for passing bills into law should be followed for approving the wording of the question.
   - A constituent assembly should draft the question.
   - An independent group should draft the question.
   - The question should be approved following an agreement between the federal government and the provinces.
   - The question should be taken from a popularly initiated petition.
42. Some witnesses said the question should be formulated so that it could be easily understood by the public, while others claimed that the only possible formulation was a statement of the proposed amendment followed by a very specific question such as “Do you agree with this proposal?”.

c. Financing

43. Witnesses agreed almost unanimously that spending during the referendum campaign should be strictly monitored and even limited, to avoid any imbalance between the ability of groups with sufficient means at their disposal, and that of groups without such resources, to intervene forcefully in the process.9

44. Some witnesses even suggested public funding for the campaign, through adaptation of the provisions in the current legislation on election campaigns. In justification of the expenditure of public money, these witnesses said that constitutional issues are so important for the people of Canada that it would be appropriate for the community to assume the cost of the consultation or ratification process. Moreover, they argued that if the idea of “umbrella committees” were retained, each of these would have to be funded as well.

d. The Referendum Campaign

45. The campaign leading up to the referendum emerged as a major concern when the witnesses discussed referenda. On a number of occasions we were told that the campaign should be regulated, either by regulating financing (discussed above) or by requiring the establishment of “umbrella committees”.

46. “Umbrella committees” is the name given to the groups that would oversee each of the possible options for answering the referendum question. To be able to participate in the campaign, a person or group would have to be affiliated with one of these committees.10

47. Most witnesses were of the opinion that the agency responsible for organizing federal elections should take charge of constitutional referenda as well, and that it should exercise the same sort of control over the referendum campaign as over an election.

e. Referendum Information

48. In a referendum campaign, the quality and appropriateness of the information available on the question at issue are of fundamental importance. Some witnesses argued that the referendum campaign should be strictly regulated. Others took the opposite tack and called for total freedom of expression.

49. In response to the argument that people might not have all the information required to respond adequately on polling day, some witnesses claimed that this might well be true at the start of the campaign leading up a referendum but that as the campaign continued voters would acquire the knowledge necessary to decide. Through the debate, the political parties and other interested groups would inform the public about the substance of the problem and the referendum question.

9 The Royal Commission on Electoral Reform and Party Financing is currently considering the question of third-party involvement in election campaigns, and its eventual recommendations will be of interest to anyone concerned about this matter.

10 During the 1980 referendum campaign in Quebec, supporters of the “Yes” and “No” sides had to associate themselves with the umbrella committee representing the option they favoured, if they wished to participate in the campaign.
50. Discussions on this point focussed mainly on the majority or majorities required when a referendum is held: a national, regional or provincial majority, a simple or qualified majority.

51. Those who contended that any decision must be based on a majority usually said that the answer that obtained 50 per cent of the votes plus one on a national level would constitute the result. Those who favoured a qualified majority contended that this percentage is not high enough, with many mentioning 66 per cent instead.

52. A number argued, however, that it might be necessary to require a double or even a multiple majority, generally defined as a simple majority at the national level combined with another majority in a particular province, at the provincial level as a whole, or in a region of the country.

53. The following types of majority were mentioned by witnesses:

- a majority at the national level plus a majority in Quebec;
- a majority at the national level plus a majority in at least two-thirds of the provinces representing 50 per cent of the population, as in the general constitutional amending formula currently in effect;
- a majority at the national level and in a majority of the provinces;
- a majority at the national level and in each of the following regions: Quebec, Ontario, the Atlantic provinces and the West;
- a majority at the national level and in five regions: Quebec, Ontario, the Atlantic region, the Prairies and British Columbia.

54. In defining the regions, the Northwest Territories and the Yukon were regarded by some witnesses as an additional region and sometimes added, individually or together, to British Columbia or the Prairie provinces.

C. ANALYSIS


1. A Ratification Referendum Entrenched in the Constitution

56. An obligatory referendum could replace ratification of constitutional amendments by Parliament and the provincial legislatures. In view of the heterogeneous nature of Canada, such a referendum would require more than a national majority. Regional majorities (Atlantic region, Quebec, Ontario, the West) would be necessary. At this point in our history, however, we do not believe that a ratification referendum should be entrenched in the Constitution.
2. An Optional Referendum (Authorized by Federal Legislation)

57. We have explained that the referendum principle must not be entrenched in the Canadian Constitution. It should remain optional, as is now the case. The federal or provincial governments could have the option of resorting to this mechanism, as currently provided for in Canadian law. All that would be needed would be for the federal Parliament or the provincial legislatures to bring in simple legislation in keeping with the legislative power-sharing structure. This has been the situation since 1867, and we could easily continue in this manner.

58. Ours is a parliamentary democracy. Our government is accountable to Parliament and a Charter of Rights and Freedoms which protects our individual and democratic rights is entrenched in our Constitution. Each level of government is free to resort to direct democracy for laws that come under its purview.

59. The federal government has announced it will table proposals for renewed federalism in early September. A joint committee of the Senate and House of Commons will hold hearings in the provincial and territorial capitals to gather the views of Canadians and of other committees, and will report back no later than February 1992. We feel these are timely initiatives.

60. In our opinion, the federal authorities would be well advised to table draft referendum legislation before Parliament.

61. Referenda would be optional. Authorities could resort to this mechanism when they deem it necessary. In our opinion, given the heterogeneous nature of the country, the draft legislation should stipulate a double majority: a national majority and a majority in each of the four regions (Atlantic region, Quebec, Ontario, the West).

62. Referenda would not amend the Constitution of Canada and the results would carry some political but no legal weight. The results would not be binding on the two levels of government, but would constitute an eloquent message.

D. OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that a federal law be enacted to enable the federal government, at its discretion, to hold a consultative referendum on a constitutional proposal, either to confirm the existence of a national consensus or to facilitate the adoption of the required amending resolutions. The referendum should require a national majority and a majority in each of the four regions (Atlantic, Quebec, Ontario, and the West).

The territories would participate in the referendum, after having selected the region in which they would be included for the purpose of calculating regional majorities.
CHAPTER V

Constituent Assemblies

1. Virtually all of our witnesses called for changes within the initial phase of the constitutional amending process, when proposals are developed. Witnesses were divided chiefly over whether the traditional process involving negotiations among first ministers should merely be reformed or replaced with a substantially different alternative.

2. By far the most commonly suggested alternative to executive federalism was some form of constituent assembly or constitutional convention.\(^1\) Indeed, our hearings suggested that the idea of a constituent assembly has acquired something of a hold on the Canadian political imagination during the 12 months since the Meech Lake amendments failed to achieve ratification. While constituent assemblies were virtually unmentioned in public discussion as recently as a year ago, and to our recollection unmentioned even by the most vociferous critics of the Meech Lake process during the period when it was still unfolding, this forum is now the subject of continuing attention in the media and in our hearings and submissions.

A. WHAT ARE THEY?

3. Constituent assemblies are bodies convened for the purpose of writing constitutions or, much less commonly, of developing amendments to existing constitutions. A distinction is sometimes made between two classes of assemblies. One kind is composed of delegates selected from the population at large. These bodies are invariably called constituent assemblies, and their members may be selected either by direct election or some form of appointment. The other kind is composed of elected legislators. Assemblies of this kind are sometimes referred to as constitutional conventions.

4. With only a few exceptions, our witnesses used the term “constituent assembly” as an umbrella term, referring to both assemblies and conventions. This may be, in part, because a number of our witnesses clearly had Quebec’s recent Bélanger-Campeau Commission in mind as a model, and that mechanism included both elected politicians and appointed representatives of major socio-economic groups. For our purposes, the broad definition of constituent assembly is useful because it does not exclude important possibilities from discussion. It enables us to consider, in this chapter, assemblies, conventions and hybrids of the two.

\(^1\) The two constituent assemblies which are most often referred to are the American Convention of Philadelphia (1787) and the one of Charlottetown-Quebec-London (1864-66). Both were composed of legislators and parliamentary delegates.
B. WHAT WE HEARD

1. Proposals

5. The proposals given us by our witnesses plainly suggest that the idea of a constituent assembly means highly different and sometimes incompatible things to different people. Some witnesses called for an assembly directly elected by the people, with candidates running on their constitutional principles in ridings either based on those used in existing elections or designed especially for the constituent assembly election.

6. Others called for an appointed assembly, usually recommending that the power to appoint delegates be vested either in the federal and provincial governments and/or legislatures, or placed in the hands of aboriginal peoples and particular interest groups representing various sectors of Canadian society, such as language, multicultural, religious and disadvantaged groups, vocational groups, and economic interests such as business and labour. A number of witnesses recommended a variant which would involve the nomination of candidates by special interest groups or legislators, followed by their selection by governments or legislatures or, in one case, random draw.

7. A further group of witnesses called for hybrid combinations. Most of these involved assemblies composed of a block of elected delegates and a block of appointed delegates. This was claimed, frequently, to combine the best of both worlds: political responsibility and broadened participation.

8. Witnesses differed over most of the additional features which a constituent assembly might have. For some, the most effective constituent assembly would be composed of no more than 20 or 30 people—barely larger than a parliamentary committee—while for others its value rests on an accurate mirroring of the diversity of Canadian society, and it is seen as a body of at least several hundred people. Some witnesses called for decision-making by a simple majority on all issues, while others advocated double majorities, regional majorities, and/or majorities of more than 50 percent.

2. Principles

9. Given that the idea of a constituent assembly means different things to different people, it is not surprising that radically different reasons were advanced for creating one in the first place. These arguments provide a basis for assessing the relative merits of different models of a constituent assembly, as well as for deciding whether or not to proceed with one at all.

(a) Arguments In Favour

10. Proponents of constituent assemblies generally argued that the range of constitutional dissatisfactions apparent among Canadians at the present time necessitates a comprehensive review of the Constitution. This, they felt, would raise a wide range of controversial issues. A constituent assembly was portrayed as an effective mechanism for building the necessary consensus among constitutional interests by fostering mutual understanding, negotiations, and trade-offs.
11. According to their individual visions of what a constituent assembly might be like, proponents placed varying degrees of emphasis on five more specific advantages. First, it was claimed that a constituent assembly would be more representative of Canadian society than first ministers’ meetings, and would thus develop amendments more reflective of public needs and wants. This argument was sometimes associated with the view that an assembly should be deliberately structured to include a cross-section of Canadian society, including both linguistic and cultural minorities, major socio-economic interests, and aboriginal peoples.

12. Second, it was claimed that Canadians suffer from a sense of exclusion from the critical decisions made during the development of amendment proposals. A constituent assembly, it was argued, would foster a sense of participation. This argument was emphasized by those who called for some form of elected assembly, but was also suggested in the comments of witnesses who argued that an assembly open to the public and the media, and employing public hearings, would foster a sense of participation among all Canadians.

13. Third, it was argued that partisan politics interfere with both representation and consensus-building, and that a constituent assembly would remedy these problems by fostering a non-partisan style of decision-making. Witnesses who emphasized the dangers of partisanship frequently included in their proposals a specific ban on the presence of elected politicians in the constituent assembly.

14. Fourth, it was claimed that the combination of representativeness, public inclusion, and non-partisan decision-making would make the proposals of a constituent assembly legitimate in the eyes of Canadians as a whole. This argument was frequently associated with criticism of any process which relies on negotiations among first ministers for the development of amendment proposals.

15. Fifth, it was argued that a constituent assembly is well adapted to the complex nature of the task at hand. It would be established for the sole purpose of developing constitutional amendments, and its members would work at this full-time and on a continuous basis. Witnesses claimed that members of such a body would not be subject to the multiple responsibilities of elected officials.

(b) Arguments Against

16. By no means all of our witnesses were swayed by these arguments, however. Many did not comment on constituent assemblies of any kind, and focussed on other aspects of the amending process. Those who were explicitly opposed to constituent assemblies may be subdivided into two groups: those favouring the negotiations among first ministers, which has been the primary source of amendments in the past, and those favouring hybrid solutions involving both first ministers and legislative hearings. This second approach, focussing on the merits of public hearings, is discussed in Chapter VI.

17. We heard two basic defences of processes centrally involving negotiations among first ministers. We were told, first, that many of the features of Canadian government, both constitutional features and actual programs, of which Canadians are most proud are the product of first ministers’ initiatives of the past. Witnesses mentioned the Canada and Quebec pension plans and unemployment insurance as examples of programs which reflect past amendments to the Constitution. Second, several witnesses noted that first ministers have generally succeeded in reaching agreement once they get to the table, and that the failure of the Meech Lake process was not due to the inability of first ministers to reach a consensus.
18. Affection for first ministers' negotiations was not, however, the major basis for opposition to constituent assemblies. Most witnesses who opposed such assemblies based their opposition on anticipated problems of such mechanisms. Many mentioned the time which would be required to establish an assembly, and have it complete its work. We were told that constitutional proposals are needed urgently if Quebec's 1992 deadline is to be met.

19. Other practical problems were seen by some witnesses to outweigh any advantages of a constituent assembly (and there was a good deal of scepticism about the advantages envisioned by advocates of assemblies). A number of witnesses argued more categorically that foreseeable drawbacks would make assemblies entirely unworkable.

20. The practical problems raised by witnesses varied according to which model of a constituent assembly was being discussed. We were told that any attempt to make an assembly represent a cross-section of Canadian society by appointing representatives of minorities, interest groups and occupations would run into multiple problems. It would face the daunting task of determining which groups and interests warranted representation, and would be subject to endless criticism by members of groups which were not represented. The attempt to create a constituent assembly could thus result merely in a new and wholly unnecessary class of constitution-related conflicts.

21. Some witnesses claimed that such an attempt would face problems in determining the number of seats to be given to various groups within the assembly. The net result would be that the legitimacy of such a body would be undermined before it even began its work, and that consensus-building could well be troubled by ongoing quarrels about representation.

22. When witnesses focussed on constituent assemblies elected for the sole purpose of drafting constitutional proposals, a number raised questions about their purpose. It was argued that such assemblies would simply reproduce the characteristics of legislatures, and that there was therefore no point in going to the trouble of creating them. This point was made most frequently in relation to political parties. It was argued that parties would inevitably have a prominent role in elections for a constituent assembly, and that political partisanship would influence decision-making within assemblies.

23. Other witnesses envisioned relatively non-partisan elections focussed on constitutional issues, but were still pessimistic about probable results. They argued that assemblies composed of people elected for their specific constitutional positions would be composed of people with no mandate to compromise, and would therefore not achieve consensus. Sceptics about elected assemblies argued more generally that they would be less accountable to the public than legislatures because they would be one-time affairs, composed of members who would not not be subject to re-election.

24. Witnesses concerned about partisanship argued that assemblies which proved simply to be new forums for familiar partisan debates would lose legitimacy in the eyes of the public. These conclusions about legitimacy were echoed by witnesses who believed that assemblies would not give the public a sense of participation in constitution-making. We were told that assemblies would inevitably consist of elites—either elected or appointed—and that the proportion of the population that would actually participate in an assembly would be minuscule. The result, we were told, was that the broader public would be, and would feel, excluded from decision-making.
C. OUR ANALYSIS

25. We have given much thought to the arguments of our witnesses about constituent assemblies. Our basic conclusion is that a legislative committee, structured appropriately, can install the desirable features of a constituent assembly within our existing system, while avoiding the drawbacks. In particular, such a committee can provide Canadians with a representative, responsive and accountable mechanism for constitutional change. We outline, in what follows, the thinking that has led us to this conclusion, and then provide our specific recommendation.

1. Preliminary Considerations

26. We have seen, above, that the idea of a constituent assembly means different things to different people. There was, however, a common theme in most of the presentations received on constituent assemblies. It was most clearly apparent in the comments of witnesses who often said little more than that a constituent assembly would now be useful, or was demonstrably needed.

27. The common theme was public disillusionment with the process of first ministerial bargaining through which the Meech Lake package was developed, and the conviction that different mechanisms must be found. The one thing that all of the models of constituent assemblies placed before us have in common is that they do not involve, in the phrase which occurred in a multitude of variations in our testimony, eleven men making deals behind closed doors. This, we suspect, is the essence of their appeal.

28. This leads us to a preliminary conclusion. Public dissatisfaction with the first ministerial negotiation methods of developing constitutional amendment proposals is so high that any proposals now brought forward would be in immediate jeopardy, irrespective of their merits, if they were seen by the public as a product solely of eleven first ministers making deals behind closed doors. Canada must now find a way of developing amendments which is more responsive to public inputs and more open to public scrutiny.

29. Is a constituent assembly the best way to develop amendments? Our response to this critical question hinges on two major considerations: representation and participation.

2. Representation

30. One of the central arguments in favour of constituent assemblies is that they could be composed so as to contain a cross-section of Canadian society, and would thus provide better representation than other mechanisms. This argument relies on the idea that people can only be represented by other people like themselves, and would result in an assembly carefully structured to include representatives of minorities, gender groups, socio-economic groups, and other components of the Canadian reality.

31. Our concern with this approach is that it assumes that political representation must involve sociological representation: that only members of any particular group can speak for that group. Our experience as politicians is that, on the contrary, social and economic groups contain sharp divisions over political values and policies. No white middle-aged man can claim to represent,
politically, all white middle-aged men, because white middle-aged men disagree strongly among themselves over almost any conceivable political issue. The same applies to other groups, whether they are based on gender, ethnicity, occupation, income level or any other sociological category.

32. The only person who can represent an individual, politically, is a person who broadly shares the political values and policy commitments of that individual. We need, in our view, improved political representation within our constitutional process. We do not need to replace political representation with some other form of representation which, inevitably, would do a poorer job of translating the fundamental values of Canadians into political rules of the game, or constitutional reality.

33. We do not say, here, that sociology is irrelevant to politics. It is a reasonable supposition that people whose values are significantly formed by their experiences as ethnic minorities, people in poverty, or members of other interests groups will, on the whole, find their most compelling representatives among others who have shared those experiences. This means that a process of political representation dominated by members of any particular social, economic or other particular interest may appropriately be viewed with suspicion. It does not mean, however, that political representation can be, as it were, constructed artificially through some magic combination of socio-economic, ethnic, gender, vocational and other representatives.

34. We are not saying, either, that minority interests should not be represented. Minority groups have particular interests which can easily be lost in the processes of majoritarian democracy. Representatives of minority groups are credible spokespersons on behalf of these interests. Ways need to be found to ensure that their voices are heard, and that they receive adequate responses, when the particular interests of minorities are at stake in constitutional change. This does not mean, however, that minority group representatives necessarily represent the broader political views and values of minorities, or that they should play the role of political representatives of these groups in the constitutional decision-making process.

35. We therefore reject, in principle, constituent assembly models which rely exclusively on elaborate schemes of representation designed to reproduce the Canadian social reality within a constitutional discussion forum. We also agree with those of our witnesses who argued that these models would involve severe practical problems. They would, in our opinion, generate expectations for representation considerably beyond those which apply to more routine processes—expectations which would be almost impossible to meet.

3. Participation

36. A second major argument for a constituent assembly comes from those who claim that is would enable Canadians to feel a sense of participation in constitutional change. This argument is typically made by proponents of an elected constituent assembly, who argue (a) that public participation could be achieved through the direct election of non-partisan assembly members on the basis of their constitutional views and values, and (b) that assembly members elected for the specific purpose of constitutional revision would better reflect the views of electors than, for example, politicians elected on general party platforms.

37. We are unconvinced by both of the arguments just summarized. The view that elections for a constituent assembly would give members of the general public a sense of participation in its subsequent deliberations is, in our view, doubtful for two reasons. First of all, the act of voting for
somebody, by itself, does not provide a sense of participation in deliberations to which that person contributes, particularly if the representative's views are not reflected in outcomes. If voting provided a feeling of participation, the public should have felt this during the Meech Lake process, when decisions were taken by elected legislators.

38. As well, we think that the assumption that such elections could be non-partisan is unrealistic. Political parties have strong constitutional commitments and available organizations. Even if their formal participation could be successfully banned, their informal participation on behalf of sympathetic candidates would be inevitable. If, furthermore, elected politicians were prevented from participating, as a number of our witnesses suggested, their places would frequently be taken by party activists and party loyalists whose partisan feeling is sometimes more fierce than that of many politicians. In short, elections for a constituent assembly would strongly resemble elections for existing political offices.

39. We are also unconvinced by the second part of the argument summarized above: that the election of people on the basis of their specific constitutional positions would improve representation and decision-making. In our view, it would be more likely to disable both. If people were elected on the basis of their specific constitutional views, they would not be able to represent voters' desires for negotiation and compromise. If, on the other hand, they were elected because of their general values, and their willingness to engage in negotiation about specifics, they would not differ from politicians currently elected in general elections.

40. The people who would be most inclined to run in elections for a constituent assembly could well be the ones with the most definite views, and the ones least inclined to compromise. As well, the fact that a constituent assembly would be a one-time event, and that members would not be accountable to voters for their contribution (or lack of it) to consensus-building, could well foster further rigidity. If, on the contrary, the lack of accountability fostered flexibility, then it would negate the advantages sought, in the first place, through elections focussed specifically on constitutional issues.

41. We do not think, moreover, that it would be desirable to have elections focussed on specific constitutional positions. Many Canadians do not have specific positions, and are more comfortable communicating the general values and preferences which are expressed when votes are cast within the existing process. It is up to those who are elected to translate these general values and preferences into concrete decisions, about the constitution or regular legislation, as the case may be. This translation requires political representation — representation by individuals who are broadly in tune with the values and priorities of those they represent.

42. Our conclusion is that an elected constituent assembly would not be an improvement on existing elected bodies. It would either turn out to be indistinguishable from them, and thus an unneeded expense, or less able to reconcile commitments to principle with the delicate art of consensus-building.

D. CONCLUSIONS

43. Our arguments thus far have eliminated the two constituent assembly variants which differ most from present arrangements. These are appointed assemblies composed of representatives of the various linguistic, ethnic, economic, social, vocational and other salient groups which make up Canadian society, and elected assemblies composed of individuals who campaign on non-partisan, and specifically constitutional, platforms.
44. The arguments which we have made suggest characteristics which any new mechanism for developing constitutional proposals in Canada must have, regardless of whether or not Canadians opt for a constituent assembly.

45. First of all, the mechanism which Canada needs now must be more clearly responsive to the diversity of Canadians than the first ministerial negotiations mechanism. We have argued, above, that the proper way in which to achieve this responsiveness is by placing representatives of minority groups in a position where they can articulate the particular interests of their groups, and receive a response.

46. Parliamentary and legislative committees have traditionally devoted an ample — some would even say disproportionate — amount of their time to the hearing of various minority groups. We think this allocation of time is fully justified, given the inherent tendency of majoritarian democracy to override, or simply fail to hear, the voices of minorities.

47. Our main concern, here, is that the representation of these interests is frequently a somewhat haphazard affair, dictated as much by the exigencies of committee scheduling as by any larger plan. We think this problem could be dealt with by a more formalized approach to the involvement of aboriginal peoples and minority groups. This could involve the designation, in consultation with such groups, of advisory bodies which could represent the interests of aboriginal peoples and minority groups on an ongoing basis, and monitor decision-making in the larger constituent body in order to identify matters of specific concern to them. Such an approach would enhance the likelihood that these issues would receive concentrated attention by the media and the public.

48. We believe, as well, that the mechanism which Canada needs now must consist of individuals chosen by the people as their political representatives. This conclusion stems, first of all, from our conviction that appointed assemblies would lack legitimacy in the eyes of the public. People want a sense of participation, and perhaps more importantly a sense of effective influence, in constitutional decision-making. Only a directly-elected body, we believe, can give Canadians this sense. As we argue above, however, there is no convincing case to be made for having separate elections for the purpose of composing a constituent assembly.

49. The mechanism which Canada needs now must strike a balance between responsiveness to particular interests, and responsiveness to the general interest of the majority. Our survey of mechanisms which would be dramatically different than those currently in use has not convinced us that this general goal would be served by radical change. What Canadians need to do, in our opinion, is to systematically build, and balance, the two kinds of responsiveness within our present system.

E. OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend:

a) that the parliamentary committee, to be established presently by both Houses of Parliament to review the proposal of the Government of Canada for constitutional reform, be composed of members of the House of Commons and Senate, of sufficient number to be representative of the Canadian population;
b) that the parliamentary committee create, in consultation with aboriginal leadership, a special task force to address issues of concern to aboriginal peoples, the membership of which would include representatives of the aboriginal peoples and would be chaired by a member of the parliamentary committee;

c) that the parliamentary committee create similar task forces in other areas as it deems appropriate, each chaired by a member of the parliamentary committee; and

d) that the committee hold, as appropriate, joint hearings with other committees that will have been established by provincial and territorial governments or legislatures.
CHAPTER VI

Public Hearings

A. WHAT WE HEARD

1. Need for Public Hearings

1. Several witnesses called for a mechanism which would enable the public to express its views on any proposal for constitutional amendment. These calls were largely due to the fact that a number of witnesses blamed the demise of the Meech Lake Accord on a lack of sufficient public input into the process.

2. Witnesses said they felt they were being left out of discussions on important issues that directly concerned them when a constitutional agreement was negotiated exclusively by federal and provincial political leaders without the public being consulted in advance.

3. A few witnesses maintained that public hearings should be televised. This would, in their opinion, satisfy a dual objective: informing the public and giving it the opportunity to respond.

4. According to a number of witnesses, legislative, procedural or even constitutional provisions are urgently needed to ensure that henceforth, no constitutional agreement can be negotiated without the public first having an opportunity to express its views.

2. At What Stage in the Process?

5. Witnesses expressed their views on the subject in many different ways. However, they all emphasized how important it was for the public to have some input before the text of a constitutional accord is finalized by political leaders. In addition to demanding the right to be heard, witnesses also sought assurances that their opinions would be taken into consideration when the time came to conclude an agreement. To ensure that public hearings have an impact on the process, they should, in the opinion of the witnesses, be held as early as possible in the amending process.

6. Witnesses maintained that public hearings should be mandatory for any constitutional proposal. They differed, however, on whether only the government or the federal Parliament should hold public hearings or whether provincial governments or their legislative assemblies should also
stage them. On the one hand, there is the desire to avoid overlapping hearings on the same subject while, on the other hand, there is the desire to give as many people as possible an opportunity to be heard. Some witnesses argued that national hearings would provide a broader range of opinions on the subject, while provincial hearings would mean that no single body would coordinate all of the views expressed.

7. Moreover, some witnesses contended that public hearings should be held when the amending resolution came before Parliament and the provincial legislative assemblies. This additional measure would, they felt, ensure that the public had sufficient opportunity to speak on the subject.

3. Before What Type of Body?

8. Witnesses suggested many different types of forum within which public hearings could be held. These included a national commission of inquiry, a special joint parliamentary committee, an expanded parliamentary committee, a joint federal-provincial parliamentary committee, or public hearings before a constituent assembly. Virtually all of these suggestions refer to a type of forum that already exists in our parliamentary system.

B. OUR ANALYSIS

9. Without wishing to pass judgment on witnesses' comments about the failure of the Meech Lake Accord, it is worth noting that Quebec had already held public hearings on the draft agreement before the Accord was put into final form in the Langevin Block in June of 1987. However, it was not until after the Langevin agreement that the federal Parliament and the legislative assemblies of Manitoba, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Ontario also held public hearings, before they announced their decision on the resolution to amend the Constitution.

10. The Canadian Constitution expresses enduring values. Canadians need to have the opportunity to voice their views on an amendment before it is passed into law. Public hearings should therefore give Canadians the opportunity to speak out. In addition, everyone who wishes to observe the process should be able to do so, by attending the hearings or following them on television.

11. By holding hearings, Parliament would be responding to a major concern of Canadians, that of being heard on matters that concern them. Furthermore, the hearings would provide the opportunity for broader public understanding of constitutional issues.

12. To respond to another concern, the fear that public input may occur too late to influence the process, it would be important for the hearings to be held early enough that the arguments put forward could indeed influence the agreement.

13. To allow the greatest possible number of people to express their views, and to make sure that the public and the members of the body responsible for holding the hearings were well informed, that body could take the form of a commission or a parliamentary committee, to which could be added expert advisers on particular elements of the proposed agreement.
14. Before 1982, public hearings were held on constitutional matters only if delegated legislation or a resolution of Parliament specifically required them. At the provincial level there was at that time no mechanism at all for public hearings on constitutional matters, because amendments did not have to be ratified by the provincial legislatures. Since 1982, the provincial legislatures have been required to participate in the amending process, and this has opened the way to public hearings at the provincial level.

15. To reach a still greater number of people, it would be desirable for the provinces also to hold public hearings on the elements of a proposed agreement.

C. OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that Parliament's procedural rules be amended to make mandatory the holding of public hearings on any proposed constitutional amendment initiated by the Government of Canada, or to which the Government of Canada has given its agreement in principle, such hearings to be held early enough to allow for changes to the proposal.

We recommend to the provincial and territorial legislatures that they consider adopting similar procedures.
CHAPTER VII

The Contribution of International Experts

A. INTRODUCTION

1. The Committee felt it would be useful to examine the constitutional amending processes in force in five federations with a number of important similarities to Canada. Therefore, we invited five international experts from Belgium, Australia, Switzerland, Germany and the United States, to discuss the amending processes in their countries. These presentations are the focus of this chapter.

B. BELGIUM (Francis Delpéréé)

2. The process for amending the constitution of Belgium was explained by Dean Francis Delpéréé. It involves two separate phases: initiating the revision and carrying out the revision itself. The legislative power (the House of Representatives or the Senate in cooperation with the King) initiates the revision process by tabling a proposed amendment, which is then put to a

---

1 A controversy exists even in Belgium as to whether that country is a true federal state. Some contend that it is on the way to embracing federalism and that it is a quasi-federal state. In his submission to the committee, on May 2, 1991, Professor Delpéréé stated that Belgium is a kind of federal state.

2 Article 131 of the Belgian Constitution sets out the amending process and reads as follows:

131. The legislative power has the right to declare that it is necessary to revise such constitutional provision as it shall designate. After this statement, both Chambers are automatically dissolved. Two new Chambers will be convened in accordance with article 71. These Chambers, in agreement with the King, shall decide the points submitted for revision. In this case, the Chambers may not debate unless at least two-thirds of the members of each of them are present and no change shall be adopted unless it secures at least two-thirds of the total votes cast.

3 Professor of Constitutional Law and Dean of the Faculty of Law at the Université catholique de Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium.
simple majority vote in each House. When the initiative results in a joint formulation of "declarations of revision" by the two Houses and the King, Parliament is automatically dissolved, elections are declared, and the Houses are reconvened within 40 days.

3. Declarations of revision must meet two conditions. The first concerns the form of the declaration: the provisions (subclauses and paragraphs) of the Constitution that are to be either added, amended or repealed must be specifically designated. The second concerns time: the revision process cannot last indefinitely and there are certain times when the Houses cannot meet.

4. The two newly elected Houses are summoned by the King to form a constituent assembly which will carry out the revision. If the revision process moves forward, the two Houses study the provisions in question and the revision must receive a qualified majority of two-thirds, with at least two-thirds of the members present. If the proposed amendment is passed, the King gives his consent, sanctions the amending provisions, promulgates the new provisions, and sees to their publication. Revised provisions are effective from the date of publication.

5. According to Dean Delpérée, the amending process is rather rigid. This inflexibility is tempered, however, by "special laws" which are not constitutional law but which, in his view, complement the Constitution. Thus a special law, one that does not have constitutional force, is enacted if there is a two-thirds majority vote for the proposed law. Dean Delpérée feels that this special law helps to breathe life into the Constitution. He also favours amending paragraph 5 of Article 131 of the Belgian Constitution to better ensure consensus between the two major linguistic communities in Belgium when constitutional amendments are sought. The amendment he recommends reads as follows:

In this case, the Chambers may not debate unless at least two-thirds of the members of each of them are present and only if the majority of the members of each linguistic group are present. No change shall be adopted unless it secures the majority of votes of each linguistic group in each chamber, provided that the total number of favourable votes cast by the two linguistic groups represents two-thirds of the total votes cast. (Additions are italicized).4

---

4 Page 15 of the brief of Dean Delpérée.
C. AUSTRALIA (Leslie Zines)

6. Australia has been a federal state since 1901. Professor Leslie Zines\(^5\), explained to the Committee the process for amending the Australian Constitution. Section 128 of the Constitution of Australia\(^6\) sets out the amending procedure.

7. Only the Parliament of the Commonwealth\(^7\) (the federal parliament), which is bicameral, has the power to initiate the constitutional amending process.

8. Any constitutional amendment must be adopted by an absolute majority of both Houses of Parliament. If one of the two Houses withholds its consent or proposes changes, the House in which the process was initiated can either adopt the changes or reject them, but the proposed constitutional amendment must subsequently be adopted once more and must receive an absolute majority.

9. Once the proposed constitutional amendment has been adopted by Parliament, it is put to a referendum. The majority required in a referendum varies according to the nature of the constitutional amendment proposal. In accordance with Section 128, special majorities are

---

5 Professor of Constitutional Law, Australian National University.

6 Article 128 of the Constitution of Australia reads as follows:

128. This Constitution shall not be altered except in the following manner:

The proposed law for the alteration thereof must be passed by an absolute majority of each House of the Parliament, and not less than two nor more than six months after its passage through both Houses the proposed law shall be submitted in each State and Territory to the electors qualified to vote for the election of members of the House of Representatives.

But if either House passes any such proposed law by an absolute majority, and the other House rejects or fails to pass it, or passes it with any amendment to which the first-mentioned House will not agree, and if after an interval of three months, the first-mentioned House in the same or the next session again passes the proposed law by an absolute majority with or without any amendment which has been made or agreed to by the other House, and such other House rejects or fails to pass it or passes it with any amendment to which the first-mentioned House will not agree, the Governor-General may submit the proposed law as last proposed by the first-mentioned House, and either with or without any amendments subsequently agreed to by both Houses, to the electors in each State and Territory qualified to vote for the election of the House of Representatives.

When a proposed law is submitted to the electors the vote shall be taken in such manner as the Parliament prescribes. But until the qualification of electors of members of the House of Representatives becomes uniform throughout the Commonwealth, only one-half the electors voting for or against the proposed law shall be counted in any State in which adult suffrage prevails.

And if in a majority of the States a majority of the electors voting approve the proposed law, and if a majority of all the electors voting also approve the proposed law, it shall be presented to the Governor-General for the Queen's assent.

No alteration diminishing the proportionate representation of any State in either House of the Parliament, or the minimum number of representatives of a State in the House of Representatives, or increasing, diminishing, or otherwise altering the limits of the State, or in any manner affecting the provisions of the Constitution in relation thereto, shall become law unless the majority of the electors voting in that State approve the proposed law.

In this section, "Territory" means any territory referred to in section 122 of this Constitution in respect of which there is in force a law allowing its representation in the House of Representatives.

7 In practice, only the House of Representatives can initiate an alteration or adopt an amendment after it has been rejected by the Senate.
required, in the case of referenda on proposed amendments which would reduce the proportionate
terrepresentation of any State in the Senate or House of Representatives or the minimum number of
representatives of a State in the House of Representatives, or would alter the borders of a State or
affect the provisions of the Constitution in relation thereto. The referendum in any of these cases
requires the approval of a majority of voters in the nation as a whole, a majority of voters in a
majority of States, and a majority of voters in the State affected by the amendments. All other
constitutional amendments require a national majority and approval by a majority of voters in a
majority of States. The constitutional amendment proposal is then presented to the Governor
General for the Queen's assent.

10. Of the 42 amendment proposals submitted to the people since 1901, eight have been ratified.

11. Each State has its own Constitution, which can be amended by legislation passed by either a
simple, absolute or two-thirds majority, or by way of a referendum, depending on the constitutional
provisions of the State. However, as Professor Zines noted: "Any State constitutional provisions are,
of course, subject to the Constitution of the Commonwealth and any valid federal law."\(^8\)

12. Professor Zines also noted that most powers of the central Parliament are not exclusive and can
be exercised concurrently by the States. However, in cases of incompatibility, the federal statute is
paramount.

\(^8\) Page 5 of the brief of Professor Zines.
D. SWITZERLAND (Jean-François Aubert)

13. Switzerland has been a federal state since 1848. It is made up of twenty cantons and six demi-cantons. Professor Jean-François Aubert\(^9\) presented a brief to the Committee on the procedure for amending the Swiss Constitution.\(^10\)

14. The Swiss Constitution was rewritten in 1874. There has not been a total revision since 1874, but there have been 119 partial revisions, most notably in 1891, 1977 and 1987.

15. Revision may be proposed by the federal Parliament (with a simple majority in both Houses) or by popular initiative in the form of a petition signed by at least 100,000 citizens. If the formalities have been respected (which is generally the case), Parliament must put the proposal before the whole electorate without amending it. Parliament may, however, table a counter-proposal. In that case the referendum will be a choice among the original initiative, the counter-proposal and the status quo.

---

\(^9\) Professor of Constitutional Law at the University of Neuchâtel

\(^10\) The amending procedure of the Swiss Constitution, which contains four sections, reads as follows:

**Article 118**

The Federal Constitution can be wholly or partially revised at any time.

**Article 119**

Total revision shall take place according to the forms laid down for federal legislation.

**Article 120**

1. When one section of the Federal Assembly decrees the total revision of the Federal Constitution and the other section does not agree, or when 100,000 Swiss citizens eligible to vote request the total revision of the Federal Constitution, the question of whether such a revision should take place shall in either case be submitted to the vote of the Swiss people, who shall decide the issue by voting "yes" or "no".

2. If in either of these cases the majority of Swiss citizens casting a vote give an affirmative answer, both councils shall be elected anew in order to undertake the revision.

**Article 121**

1. When the Federal Assembly elaborates a counter-proposal, three questions will be submitted to the voters on the same ballot. Each voter may declare without reservation:
   1. If he prefers the popular initiative instead of the regime in operation;
   2. If he prefers the counter-proposal instead of the regime in operation;
   3. Which one of the two texts should come into force in the case which the people and the cantons would prefer both texts instead of the regime in operation.

2. The absolute majority is separately determined for each question. Questions without answers are not taken into account.

3. When both popular initiative and counter-proposal are accepted, it is the result given to the third question which prevails. The text which is coming into force, at the third question, is the one which receive the most votes from the voters and from the cantons. However, if, at the third question, one text received more votes from the voters and the other one more votes from the cantons, neither one is coming into force.

**Article 123**

1. The revised Federal Constitution or the revised part of it, as the case may be, shall enter into force if it has been approved by the majority of the Swiss citizens casting a vote and the majority of the Cantons.

2. In order to determine the majority of the Cantons, the vote of each Half-Canton is counted as half a vote.

3. The result of the popular vote in each Canton is considered to be the vote of that Canton.
16. Whether the revision is proposed by Parliament or by the people, it is subject to a mandatory referendum and must be approved by a majority of the voters in a majority of the cantons ("double majority"). The legislatures and governments of the cantons do not play an active role in constitutional revision. At most, they may submit proposals, which are not binding on the federal Parliament, although the cantons are usually consulted when the federal Parliament is formulating revision proposals.

17. Conceived in 1848, the double majority principle operates to protect individual cantons from domination by a national majority government. Professor Aubert noted that in 252 referenda, the majorities had differed seven times. A total of 119 referenda have resulted in partial revisions to the Swiss Constitution.

18. Incidentally, between 1979 and 1990 the Swiss participated in thirty referenda on seventy-eight questions, among which sixty-four were related to the Constitution. Forty-four were rejected and thirty-four passed, with a participation rate of from 30 to 40% of registered voters.11

19. Overall, according to Professor Aubert, revisions proposed by the federal Parliament have a 75% success rate while those initiated by the citizenry have a 10% success rate.

20. Professor Aubert also discussed the question of language blocs (German, French and Italian languages) concluding that the influence of linguistic divisions on constitutional revision appears to be minimal.

E. GERMANY (Helmut Steinberger)

21. It was Dr. Helmut Steinberger12 who explained to the Committee the procedure for amending the German Constitution (the Grundgesetz or “Basic Law”) set out in section 79.13 Under section 79, provisions of the Constitution can only be changed with the consent of two-thirds of the Bundestag (the Assembly or lower house) and two-thirds of the Bundesrat (the Federal Council or upper house). These majorities "are not related to the numbers of members present and voting, but to the statutory numbers of members, regardless of whether a member is absent or not voting."14 There is no time limit. The Laender (states) have no role in amending the Constitution. Dr. Steinberger noted that:

---

11 Professor Aubert justifies as follows the distinction between the two success rates: "The revisions proposed by the Parliament have been approved three times out of four. They are, in effect, prudent, detailed, well prepared. The revisions proposed by the citizens have great less success. They are, in general, worked by minorities which are not able to impose themselves in Parliament. Those revisions have been approved one time out of ten." (page 5 of his brief).

12 Retired Justice of the Federal Constitutional Court of the Federal Republic of Germany, Dean of the faculty of Law at the University of Heidelberg, Co-Director of the Max Planck Institute for Comparative Public and International Law in Heidelberg and Vice-President of the Council of Europe's Commission on Democracy through Law.

13 Section 79 of the German Constitution reads as follows:
   79(1) The Basic Law can be amended only by laws which expressly amend or supplement the text thereof.
   79(2) Any such law shall required the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the members of the Federal Diet and two-thirds of the vote of the Federal Council,
   79(3) Amendments of the Basic Law affecting the division of the Federation into states, the participation on principle of the states in legislation, or the basic principles laid down in articles 1 and 20, shall be inadmissible."

14 The number of members in the Bundestag is fixed by the Elections Act, while the number of members on the Bundesrat is set down in section 51(2) of the Constitution. Page 5 of the brief of Dr. Steinberger.
There is no room for ratification of amendments by the states, no veto power, no opting out of a single state or a minority of states.

There does not exist in the Federal Republic a kind of constitutional convention—as distinguished from strict law—rendering their exclusion from the amending process "improper".

The Basic Law considers their interests in the amending process safeguarded by the rights of the Federal Council (Bundesrat) in this process and by the substantive protection effected by section 3 of article 79, which eventually could be enforced by the Federal Constitutional Court.\footnote{Dr. Steinberger's brief, p. 7}

22. Section 79(3) of the Constitution stipulates that the provisions which deal with separation of powers, the federal structure, participation by the Laender in the legislative process, and fundamental rights cannot be amended. Dr. Steinberger termed this provision an "eternity clause." The federal Constitutional Court has the authority to decide whether a constitutional amendment respects section 79 of the German Constitution.

23. Proposed constitutional amendments are introduced in the same way as ordinary legislation, i.e. in the Bundestag by either the federal government, a member of the Bundestag, or a member of the Bundesrat. The Federal President, other federal bodies, and state Laender do not have the power to initiate amendments. Nor is there any provision in that case for initiative by the electorate, according to Dr. Steinberger.

24. Upon its adoption by the Bundestag, a bill proposing an amendment must be transmitted to the Bundesrat without delay. If the Bundesrat does not accept the bill, it may call for the convening of a conciliation committee within three weeks. In any event, a two-thirds majority in both houses is required for the proposed amendments to become law. There are no time requirements.

25. Once passed, the amending bill is signed by the Federal President and becomes law. The Federal President has the right to verify that the amending procedure was respected. In Dr. Steinberger's opinion, the President has no right of review in regard to the substantive compatibility of the bill with the Basic Law. This issue is a controversial one in Germany. Nor does the President have the right to block promulgation of new amendments to the Constitution by refusing to sign the bill for political reasons, according to Dr. Steinberger. The German Constitution has been amended 36 times since 1949 under the provisions of article 79(1) and (2), and once under the provisions of article 29.

26. According to article 29, the federal territory can be re-organized to ensure that the federal states have the size and capacity to be able to fulfil effectively the functions incumbent upon them.\footnote{A bill designed to re-organize the federal territory must, according to Dr. Steinberger, take into account regional, historical and cultural ties, economic expediency, regional policy, and the requirements of town and country planning.} An ordinary federal statute suffices for this re-organization, but the states affected must be consulted. A referendum is expressly provided for in article 29(4), as is the exercise, in specific circumstances, of a popular initiative, but territorial re-organization is the only instance where these are possible.
27. The central government may also, under article 24(1) of the Constitution, authorize the transfer of sovereign powers to intergovernmental institutions such as the European Community.

28. The general rule is that although the Constitution respects the autonomy of the Laender, and gives the federal government no constitutional power to interfere when a state is drawing up or amending its constitution, the constitutional order in the states must conform to the principles of republican, democratic and social government based on the rule of law, as required by the Constitution. Democratic principles must be respected. This provision is called the "homogeneity clause". The central government has the power to ensure that the Laender respect this clause.

F. UNITED STATES (James Pope)

29. Professor Pope explained to the Committee the amending formulas set out in the U.S. Constitution of 1787. He began by pointing out that the U.S. Constitution is the oldest written constitution still in force in the world, and that it has been amended 26 times in two centuries.

30. Proposals to amend the U.S. Constitution may come from Congress or from a state legislature. In order for a constitutional amendment to be passed, at least two-thirds of the members present in both houses (the House of Representatives and the Senate) must vote in favour. However, the amendment does not come into force until it is ratified by three-quarters of the states. No state legislature may make an amendment to the constitutional reform proposal—they can only accept or reject it.

31. A state legislature may also propose constitutional amendments. If two-thirds of the states call for it, a "national constitutional convention" may be held to propose constitutional amendments. An amendment so proposed must then be ratified by three-quarters of the states. A convention of this kind was held in 1787. The Articles of Confederation, which was the first U.S. constitution, required unanimous consent by the states in order for it to be amended. The delegates to the Philadelphia Convention exceeded their mandate and, rather than proposing amendments, drafted

---

These democratic principles may be summed up as the right of the people to choose their elected representatives in general, direct, free, equal and secret elections.

Professor, Rutgers School of Law, Newark, New Jersey.

The relevant section reads as follows:

ARTICLE V

The Congress, whenever two thirds of both Houses shall deem it necessary, shall propose amendments to this Constitution, or, on the application of the legislatures of two thirds of the several States, shall call a convention for proposing amendments, which in either case, shall be valid to all intents and purposes, as part of this Constitution when ratified by the legislatures of three fourths of the several States, or by conventions in three fourths thereof, as the one or the other mode of ratification may be proposed by the Congress; provided that no amendment which may be made prior to the year one thousand eight hundred and eight shall in any manner affect the first and fourth clauses in the ninth section of the first article; and that no State, without its consent, shall be deprived of its equal suffrage in the Senate.

In the sense of "constituent assembly".
a new Constitution that was ultimately approved by the 13 existing states.21 There has been no constitutional convention since then simply because, according to Professor Pope, the necessary precondition—consent of two-thirds of the states—has never been met.

32. Professor Pope also discussed another means of amending the U.S. Constitution—extra-legal amendments, accomplished by going outside of the legal framework for amendment. These amendments are based on the theory of popular sovereignty, which was invoked when the Articles of Confederation were replaced by the present U.S. Constitution after the Philadelphia Convention in 1787. The Supreme Court, which was established by this same Constitution, legitimized the constitutional amendments resulting from the Philadelphia Convention because of their basis in the sovereignty of the people,22 even though the amendment procedure set out in the Articles of Confederation had not been respected.

33. Professor Pope felt that a constituent assembly convened to draft constitutional proposals has a number of advantages. One is that it draws attention to the distinction between constitutional politics and ordinary politics, and sends a signal to the public that something very different is happening—that there is a constitutional crisis to be resolved. A second advantage might be greater public involvement in the process, particularly in the election of delegates. Professor Pope contended that “deliberation, compromise and collective creativity—the great strengths of the convention form—will be essential.” 23

34. With respect to the referendum, Professor Pope noted that the referendum is used routinely in some states, notably California, but has never been used at the national level. In his view, the referendum is not a remedy for lack of public participation in the drafting of constitutional proposals, nor was it a justification for a constitutional amendment by extra-legal processes. He added that the referendum could nevertheless be a useful tool when a constitutional amendment was to be ratified, as long as the public was well informed about the importance of the issues.

35. According to Professor Pope, the main goal of constitutional amendments is to facilitate “constitutional politics”24 by: (1) stimulating broad and deep popular participation; (2) maximizing public virtue; and (3) creating a democratic forum that is not dependent on political parties and interest groups.

---

21 The new Constitution nonetheless came into effect when nine states (or just over two-thirds) had ratified it.
22 The American constitution begins with the words: “We, the People…”
23 Page 11 of Professor Pope brief.
24 In contrast to ordinary, day-to-day politics.
LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Recommendations which require amendments to the Constitution:

Amending Formula (four regional vetoes)

1) We recommend that the amending formula contained in sections 38 and 42 of the Constitution Act, 1982 (whereby the approval of the Senate, the House of Commons and at least two-thirds of the provinces representing at least 50 per cent of the population is required) and the amending formula in section 41 (whereby the approval of the Senate and the House of Commons and every province is required) be changed such that constitutional amendments would require the approval of the Senate and the House of Commons and each of the four regions of Canada, as follows:

a) at least two of the following provinces: Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland;

b) Quebec;

c) Ontario; and

d) at least two of Manitoba, British Columbia, Saskatchewan, and Alberta, representing at least 50 per cent of the population of that region.

except that the requirement of unanimity should be retained respecting

i) the use of the English or the French language (as contained in section 41(c) of the Constitution Act, 1982), including the rights of linguistic minorities;

ii) the proprietary rights of provinces;

iii) the offices of the Queen, Governor General and Lieutenant Governor;

iv) any change to provisions i to iii,

and excepting provisions with respect to the territories and the aboriginal peoples contained in other recommendations.

2) In making this recommendation, the Committee realizes that, in practice, a new amending formula should be adopted only in the context of a substantial package of constitutional reforms including, for instance, the reform of the Senate.
3) We recommend that the amending formula contained in sections 43, 44 and 45 of the Constitution Act, 1982 remain unchanged.

**Ratification Period**

4) We recommend that the maximum period for the ratification of proposed constitutional amendments be two years, beginning on the day on which a proposal is ratified by either a federal or provincial legislature.

**Aboriginal Peoples**

5) In order to protect the aboriginal and treaty rights which the Canadian Constitution guarantees to the aboriginal people of Canada, we recommend that any amendment to the Constitution of Canada directly affecting the aboriginal peoples require the consent of the aboriginal peoples of Canada.

6) We recommend that the Constitution of Canada provide for a process of biennial constitutional conferences to address the rights of aboriginal peoples, the first such conference to be convened no later than one year after the amendment comes into force.

**Territories**

7) We recommend that the extension of existing provinces into the territories require the consent of the legislature of any territory and any province affected, and the Parliament of Canada.

**Creation of New Provinces**

8) We recommend:

   a) that the creation of new provinces in the territories require only the consent of the legislature of any territory affected, and the Parliament of Canada; and

   b) that it be recognized that the creation of a new province may change the equilibrium within the federation and may require review of the existing amending procedure. Should the addition of a new province require a change in the amending procedure, such change would be governed by the amending procedure in effect at that time.

**The Supreme Court of Canada**

9) We recommend that the Constitution of Canada be amended to provide that at least three judges of the Supreme Court of Canada be appointed from among persons who, after having been admitted to the bar of Quebec, have, for a total of at least ten
years, been judges of any court of Quebec or of any court established by the Parliament of Canada, or members of the bar of Quebec. The other six judges would be appointed from other provinces and the territories.

Proprietary rights of provinces

10) We recommend that the proprietary rights of the provinces remain protected by the unanimity rule.

B. Recommendations which do not now require amendments to the Constitution:

Aboriginal Peoples

11) We recommend that representatives of the aboriginal peoples of Canada be invited to participate in all future constitutional conferences.

Territories

12) We recommend that the territorial governments be invited to participate in all future constitutional conferences.

Delegation of Legislative Powers

13) The delegation of powers between Parliament and legislatures does not exist. Its existence should be provided for by constitutional amendment, and we strongly recommend that the next constitutional committee study that question in the framework of the division of powers.

Opting Out and Compensation

14) We recommend that the relationship between opting out and an amending procedure with four regional vetoes be studied by the next parliamentary committee. The next committee should also study in what fields a province should be able to exercise a right to opt out with compensation.

Referendum

15) We recommend that a federal law be enacted to enable the federal government, at its discretion, to hold a consultative referendum on a constitutional proposal, either to confirm the existence of a national consensus or to facilitate the adoption of the required amending resolutions. The referendum should require a national majority and a majority in each of the four regions (Atlantic, Quebec, Ontario and the West).

16) The territories would participate in the referendum, after having selected the region in which they would be included for the purpose of calculating regional majorities.
Constituent Assemblies

17) We recommend:

a) that the parliamentary committee, to be established presently by both Houses of Parliament to review the proposal of the Government of Canada for constitutional reform, be composed of members of the House of Commons and Senate, of sufficient number to be representative of the Canadian population;

b) that the parliamentary committee create, in consultation with aboriginal leadership, a special task force to address issues of concern to aboriginal peoples, the membership of which would include representatives of the aboriginal peoples and would be chaired by a member of the parliamentary committee;

c) that the parliamentary committee create similar task forces in other areas as it deems appropriate, each chaired by a member of the parliamentary committee; and

d) that the committee hold, as appropriate, joint hearings with other committees that will have been established by provincial and territorial governments or legislatures.

Public Hearings

18) We recommend that Parliament's procedural rules be amended to make mandatory the holding of public hearings on any proposed constitutional amendment initiated by the Government of Canada, or to which the Government of Canada has given its agreement in principle, such hearings to be held early enough to allow for changes to the proposal.

19) We recommend to the provincial and territorial legislatures that they consider adopting similar procedures.
FOR
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MINORITY REPORT — NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY

It is with regret that we feel it necessary to dissent from the Report of the Special Joint Committee on the Process for Amending the Constitution of Canada. We have worked hard within the committee to respond to those who came before us and to ensure that the principles at the heart of New Democratic Party policy were respected and reflected in the committee’s work.

When we became engaged in this process, we entered it with four goals to be achieved: to open the process of constitutional reform to the scrutiny and involvement of the people who are governed by the constitution; to provide a constitutional role for the Aboriginal peoples of Canada; to ensure a just and equitable role in our constitutional processes for those resident in the northern territories; and to respond fairly to the legitimate concern of Quebec that its consent be required for changes in areas of vital importance to the residents of the province. We worked for and support most of this committee’s recommendations.

On issues of Aboriginal participation, the New Democratic Party caucus agrees with the committee’s recommendations. Our party advocates that the consent of the Aboriginal peoples to any constitutional change directly affecting their rights be required; the committee, too, believes in this. We support the proposal that regular constitutional conferences on aboriginal issues be reconvened. We also agree with the committee that the First Nations should be given a place at the constitutional table to ensure that their concerns on all matters were heard.

On the issue of territorial participation, we have repeatedly advanced the view that the creation of new provinces was a matter purely for agreement between the territory and the federal government, as had been the case for all other provinces prior to 1982. We hold, too, that justice requires territorial consent to the extension of existing provinces into their present boundaries. In both cases, the committee has made recommendations which we are happy to accept. Our party also maintains that the territorial governments must be invited to all future constitutional conferences; the committee agrees with this principle.

We have often asserted that the Parliament of Canada must make public hearings on proposals for constitutional amendment mandatory. We are pleased that the committee is recommending this. Further, we are of the same view as the committee that a referendum on the constitution can be used as a means to confirm a national consensus which would be developed through broad-based discussion, consultation, and negotiation or to facilitate the adoption of amending resolutions by the provincial legislatures.

Lastly, we needed to decide on the vital issue of what view of our federation our amending formula should reflect. We have concluded that equality of the regions, as reflected in the so-called “Victoria Formula”, is the most reasonable and viable means of achieving necessary constitutional development. We recognize that there are legitimate arguments against such a formula but, after weighing the pros and cons, we are satisfied that this was the right decision for the committee to make. This formula recognizes the equality of the people of the West, Quebec, Ontario, and the Atlantic. In some cases this would even give smaller provinces more influence in the constitutional process. British Columbia and Saskatchewan or Newfoundland, New-Brunswick and Prince Edward Island could influence the course of a constitutional proposal under the four-region formula, while under our present formula it requires four smaller provinces acting together to have this same impact.
We believe the requirement of a credible process of constitutional decision-making is so fundamental to successful constitutional reform that, despite the Committee's progressive recommendations on these issues of crucial importance to the New Democratic Party, we must dissent from this report. A process without credibility in the eyes of the public so threatens to undermine the results of the next round of constitutional development that we are unable to accept this report as it stands.

This was our consistent refrain within the committee. Aside from our stand on constituent assemblies, this point of view led us to advocate the principle that constitutional reform proposals should be made subject to free votes in Parliament. This would help to remove the partisanship which we believe should not be a part of constitution-building. While the committee refused to endorse such a suggestion, we would hope that the next Parliamentary committee would consider it.

The risk of an illegitimate process has been a concern for us all along. A significant part of this Committee's mandate was to advise the government on methods for formulating constitutional amendments. Yet the Throne Speech outlined a fairly detailed process, which the government still intends to follow, before the committee even had a chance to begin serious negotiations on the substance of its recommendations, let alone report to Parliament.

Many will remember the spectacle of the Ontario Liberal government holding hearings on the proposed 1987 constitutional amendments but making it clear that, despite whatever was said by witnesses, Ontario would approve the package. Is it any wonder that when the public is told it will get the chance to make presentations on the substance of constitutional reform, the overwhelming reaction is suspicion or, worse still, disdain for the entire committee process?

**Why a Constituent Assembly?**

Above all we want this coming round to succeed. We have a fundamental belief that to succeed, this round must be more inclusive. We need a constitutional process in which all people across the country can see something of themselves reflected, in a way we repeatedly heard they do not see themselves reflected in the government or Parliament. As the Report of this committee notes, 158 witnesses supported the principle of a constituent assembly, while only twenty-three opposed the principle. Recent polls show that a significant majority of Canadians support this proposal. And a number of provincial Premiers, from across the country and the political spectrum, who are committed first and foremost to a process which can succeed, have recognized the necessity of such a process. We feel these facts speak volumes about a heartfelt popular need to be involved in the process of creating our constitution.

This process should build a consensus out of shared goals, common ideals, and mutual tolerance and do so in a democratically legitimate fashion. If our constitution is amended yet again by intergovernmental negotiation, will history not repeat itself, bringing us still closer to disaster?

That is why it is time to break with our tradition of elite accommodation and do something dramatic, something to renew the democratic urge that the people have been expressing. To not learn this lesson and ignore the democratic impulse will imperil the nation.

The government, of course, responds that the public will have access to the committee, as witnesses. This ignores the difference between being a witness, whose opinion may be lost when a consensus is negotiated, and a committee member, whose viewpoint cannot be ignored.
Neither can a referendum alone achieve the goal of participation. A referendum allows one to say “Yes,” or “No.” It does not allow one to say “Yes, but . . . ”. Defeating or accepting a set of proposals created by others behind closed doors and sold to the public is not the same as helping create the rules.

Instead we must create, and abide by, an approach which allows people into the constitutional process. Parliamentarians have no monopoly on creativity, intelligence, or concern for the fate of our nation. Government suggestions that they are the only proper representatives of the people’s will, when the people themselves are telling us that they are not, are unacceptable manifestations of political ego.

We believe it vital to broaden the process, and to do it now. We must give a voice to those Canadians who do not see themselves fully and appropriately represented in our constitutional development. They are demanding that they not only be heard but be listened to.

We recognize that it will be a difficult task to create a constituent assembly that is not only truly representative and legitimate but is capable of working quickly. We are confident that we have a mechanism which will be capable of representing the various points of view which need to be heard in our constitutional development while being efficient enough to work within the very real time limits which we recognize exist. But the heart of the matter is that an assembly gives us a credible process to create a truly national consensus to point the way out of the maze in which we are lost. This, above all else, is what we have to achieve.

**Toward A Constituent Assembly**

With public support and the goodwill of all involved, we are confident that we can build a constituent assembly to meet Canada’s present needs. In our view, such a process must involve both elected legislators and non-politicians. It would be able to travel the country and elicit views on the substance of constitutional reform from Canadians. It could then submit a report in which the evidence given could be interpreted through a greater number of points of view than would be possible in a traditional Parliamentary committee.

We envision the composition of such an assembly to include the following:

1) even division between elected Parliamentarians and others
2) gender parity
3) the participation of Aboriginal peoples, in recognition of their status within Canada
4) equitable regional distribution, including equitable representation of northern Canada
5) the drawing of the non-Parliamentary contingent from representatives of the official language minority communities; representatives of racial and ethno-cultural minorities; representatives of physically and mentally disabled persons; and representatives of other social groups whose important points of view are under-represented within our present electoral system. This contingent must reflect the diversity which is the strength of our nation.
We should make it clear that this body should not be enshrined in the *Constitution Act* as an alternative to legislative ratification for all future amendments. This assembly would instead be designed to develop a set of consensus proposals on the present issues of constitutional reform, to be put to the country’s legislatures for ratification according to the requirements of the present constitution.

In conclusion, we must reiterate that a process such as this is essential to making the results of the next round of constitutional reform legitimate and acceptable to the Canadian people. While we agree with most recommendations made by this committee, and would use an assembly as an opportunity to advocate these views, we believe that we have no right to dictate to Canadians what their constitution “must” look like. Thus our fundamental conflict over the process for amending the constitution requires us to dissent from this report.

Lorne Nystrom, M.P.  
Lynn Hunter, M.P.
ADDENDUM OF LYNN HUNTER, M.P.,
SAANICH-GULF ISLANDS

As the sole British Columbian on the committee, and on behalf of all nineteen B.C. New
Democrat Members of Parliament, I wish to promote in the strongest terms the concept of B.C. as a
region in this country for the purposes of the amending formula. British Columbia is
under-represented in both the House of Commons and the Senate. In supporting a modified
Victoria amending formula, I argued forcefully for acceptance by the committee of a fifth region,
British Columbia.

British Columbians have interests distinct from the prairie region. The diversity of economic,
geographic and political issues in the West demands that the Constitution reflect those diversities.
The five region concept would give the West a more representative influence in the constitutional
development of Canada. The presence of a second Western veto will go some distance in addressing
western alienation with respect to constitutional matters.

I therefore recommend that in the next round of constitutional discussions British Columbia
be recognized as a region for the purposes of the amending formula.

Lynn Hunter, M.P.
38. (1) An amendment to the Constitution of Canada may be made by proclamation issued by the Governor General under the Great Seal of Canada where so authorized by

(a) resolutions of the Senate and House of Commons; and

(b) resolutions of the legislative assemblies of at least two-thirds of the provinces that have, in the aggregate, according to the then latest general census, at least fifty per cent of the population of all the provinces.

(2) An amendment made under subsection (1) that derogates from the legislative powers, the proprietary rights or any other rights or privileges of the legislature or government of a province shall require a resolution supported by a majority of the members of each of the Senate, the House of Commons and the legislative assemblies required under subsection (1).

(3) An amendment referred to in subsection (2) shall not have effect in a province the legislative assembly of which has expressed its dissent thereto by resolution supported by a majority of its members prior to the issue of the proclamation to which the amendment relates unless that legislative assembly, subsequently, by resolution supported by a majority of its members, revokes its dissent and authorizes the amendment.

(4) A resolution of dissent made for the purposes of subsection (3) may be revoked at any time before or after the issue of the proclamation to which it relates.

39. (1) A proclamation shall not be issued under subsection 38(1) before the expiration of one year from the adoption of the resolution initiating the amendment procedure thereunder, unless the legislative assembly of each province has previously adopted a resolution of assent or dissent.

(2) A proclamation shall not be issued under subsection 38(1) after the expiration of three years from the adoption of the resolution initiating the amendment procedure thereunder.

40. Where an amendment is made under subsection 38(1) that transfers provincial legislative powers relating to education or other cultural matters from provincial legislatures to Parliament, Canada shall provide reasonable compensation to any province to which the amendment does not apply.

41. An amendment to the Constitution of Canada in relation to the following matters may be made by proclamation issued by the Governor General under the Great Seal of Canada only where authorized by resolutions of the Senate and House of Commons and of the legislative assembly of each province:
42. (1) An amendment to the Constitution of Canada in relation to the following matters may be made only in accordance with subsection 38(1):

(a) the principle of proportionate representation of the provinces in the House of Commons prescribed by the Constitution of Canada;

(b) the powers of the Senate and the method of selecting Senators;

(c) the number of members by which a province is entitled to be represented in the Senate and the residence qualifications of Senators;

(d) subject to paragraph 41(d), the Supreme Court of Canada;

(e) the extension of existing provinces into the territories; and

(f) notwithstanding any other law or practice, the establishment of new provinces.

(2) Subsections 38(2) to (4) do not apply in respect of amendments in relation to matters referred to in subsection (1).

43. An amendment to the Constitution of Canada in relation to any provision that applies to one or more, but not all, provinces, including

(a) any alteration to boundaries between provinces, and

(b) any amendment to any provision that relates to the use of the English or the French language within a province,

may be made by proclamation issued by the Governor General under the Great Seal of Canada only where so authorized by resolutions of the Senate and the House of Commons and of the legislative assembly of each province to which the amendment applies.

44. Subject to sections 41 and 42, Parliament may exclusively make laws amending the Constitution of Canada in relation to the executive government of Canada or the Senate and House of Commons.

45. Subject to section 41, the legislature of each province may exclusively make laws amending the constitution of the province.

46. (1) The procedures for amendment under sections 38, 41, 42 and 43 may be initiated either by the Senate or the House of Commons or by the legislative assembly of a province.

(2) A resolution of assent made for the purposes of this Part may be revoked at any time before the issue of a proclamation authorized by it.
47. (1) An amendment to the Constitution of Canada made by proclamation under sections 38, 41, 42 or 43 may be made without a resolution of the Senate authorizing the issue of the proclamation if, within one hundred and eighty days after the adoption by the House of Commons of a resolution authorizing its issue, the Senate has not adopted such a resolution and if, at any time after the expiration of that period, the House of Commons again adopts the resolution.

(2) Any period when Parliament is prorogued or dissolved shall not be counted in computing the one hundred and eighty day period referred to in subsection (1).

48. The Queen’s Privy Council for Canada shall advise the Governor General to issue a proclamation under this Part forthwith on the adoption of the resolutions required for an amendment made by proclamation under this Part.

49. A constitutional conference composed of the Prime Minister of Canada and the first ministers of the provinces shall be convened by the Prime Minister of Canada within fifteen years after this Part comes into force to review the provisions of this Part.
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<td>Calgary, Alberta</td>
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<td>WEBSTER, Lee</td>
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</tr>
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A copy of the relevant Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada (Issues Nos. 1 to 34 of the Second Session of the Thirty-fourth Parliament and Issue No. 1 of the Third Session of the Thirty-fourth Parliament, which includes this Report) is tabled.

Respectfully submitted,

The Joint Chairmen,

[Signatures]

SENATOR GÉRALD BEAUDOIN

JIM EDWARDS, M.P.
TUESDAY, MAY 21, 1991

[Text]

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 10:20 o'clock a.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérald Comeau, Philippe Gigantès and Nathan Nurgitz.


Other Member present: Shirley Maheu.


The Committee resumed consideration of a draft report.

At 12:05 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned until later this day.

AFTERNOON SITTING

(2)

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 3:37 o'clock p.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérald Comeau and Philippe Gigantès.


Other Member present: Shirley Maheu.


The Committee resumed consideration of a draft report.

At 5:35 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned until later this day.

EVENING SITTING
(3)

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 7:10 o'clock p.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin and Gérald Comeau.


Other Member present: Shirley Maheu.


The Committee resumed consideration of a draft report.

At 9:45 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.

THURSDAY, MAY 23, 1991
(4)

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 9:10 o'clock a.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérald Comeau and Nathan Nurgitz.

Other Member present: Shirley Maheu.


The Committee resumed consideration of a draft report.

On motion of Jean-Pierre Blackburn, seconded by Wilton Littlechild, it was agreed, — That the Committee order a reprint of Issue 10 which would include the testimony of Tony Hall as read.

On motion of Ronald Duhamel, it was agreed, — That the Clerk retain the copies of the in camera blues of May 7, 1991 until further instruction from the Committee.

At 11:47 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned until later this day.

AFTERNOON SITTING
(5)

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 4:07 o'clock p.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin and Gérald Comeau.


The Committee resumed consideration of a draft report.

At 5:03 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.

TUESDAY, MAY 28, 1991
(6)

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 10:20 o'clock a.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.
Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérald Comeau, Philippe Gigantès and Michael Kirby.


Other Member present: Shirley Maheu.


The Committee resumed consideration of a draft report.

It was agreed,—That the Committee engage the services of text revisers to assist it in its drafting of the report.

At 12:02 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned until later this day.

AFTERNOON SITTING

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 3:40 o'clock p.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérald Comeau and Philippe Gigantès.


Other Member present: Shirley Maheu.


The Committee resumed consideration of a draft report.

At 5:55 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned until later this day.

EVENING SITTING

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 7:25 o'clock p.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérald Comeau and Philippe Gigantès.


Other Member present: Shirley Maheu.


The Committee resumed consideration of a draft report.

At 9:15 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 29, 1991

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 4:25 o'clock p.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérald Comeau, Philippe Gigantès, Michael Kirby and Nathan Nurgitz.


Other Member present: Shirley Maheu.


The Committee resumed consideration of a draft report.

It was moved,—That the Minister be invited to appear before the Committee.

After debate, the question being put on the motion, it was allowed to stand.

At 8:15 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.

THURSDAY, MAY 30, 1991
(10)

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 9:15 o'clock a.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérald Comeau and Philippe Gigantès.


Other Member present: Shirley Maheu.


The Committee resumed consideration of a draft report.

At 12:00 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned until later this day.

AFTERNOON SITTING
(11)

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 3:32 o'clock p.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérald Comeau and Philippe Gigantès.

Other Member present: Shirley Maheu.


The Committee resumed consideration of a draft report.

At 5:20 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.

TUESDAY, JUNE 4, 1991
(12)

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 10:15 o'clock a.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin and Philippe Gigantès.


Other Member present: Shirley Maheu.


The Committee resumed consideration of its draft report.

At 12:00 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned until later this day.

AFTERNOON SITTING
(13)

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 3:40 o'clock p.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.
Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérald Comeau and Philippe Gigantès.


Other Member present: Shirley Maheu.


The Committee resumed consideration of its draft report.

At 5:25 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned until later this day.

EVENING SITTING
(14)

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 7:45 o'clock p.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérald Comeau and Philippe Gigantès.


Other Member present: Shirley Maheu.


The Committee resumed consideration of its draft report.

At 9:55 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 5, 1991
(15)

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 7:13 o'clock p.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérald Comeau and Philippe Gigantès.


Other Member present: Shirley Maheu.


The Committee resumed consideration of its draft report.

At 10:15 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.

THURSDAY, JUNE 6, 1991
(16)

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 9:10 o'clock a.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérald Comeau and Philippe Gigantès.


Other Member present: Shirley Maheu.


The Committee resumed consideration of its draft report.

At 12:02 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.

MONDAY JUNE 10, 1991

(17)

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 12:02 o'clock p.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérard Comeau and Philippe Gigantès.


The Committee resumed consideration of its draft report.

At 5:50 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned until later this day.

EVENING SITTING

(18)

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 7:25 o'clock p.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérard Comeau and Philippe Gigantès.
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The Committee resumed consideration of its draft report.

At 10:05 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.

TUESDAY, JUNE 11, 1991

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 3:46 o'clock p.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérald Comeau, Philippe Gigantès and Michael Kirby.


The Committee resumed consideration of its draft report.

At 5:35 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned until later this day.

EVENING SITTING

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 7:35 o'clock p.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérald Comeau, Philippe Gigantès and Michael Kirby.


The Committee resumed consideration of its draft report.

At 9:16 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 12, 1991

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 4:30 o'clock p.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérald Comeau and Philippe Gigantès.


The Committee resumed consideration of its draft report.

At 5:58 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned until later this day.

EVENING SITTING

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 7:40 o'clock p.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérald Comeau and Philippe Gigantès.


The Committee resumed consideration of its draft report.

At 9:35 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.

TUESDAY, JUNE 18, 1991
(23)

The Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada met in camera at 10:05 o'clock a.m. this day, in Room 536, Wellington Building, the Joint Chairmen, the Honourable Senator Gérald Beaudoin and Jim Edwards, presiding.

Representing the Senate: The Honourable Senators Gérald Beaudoin, Gérald Comeau and Philippe Gigantès.


The Committee resumed consideration of a draft Report.

It was agreed,—That reasonable travelling expenses be reimbursed to Senator Gérald Comeau to join the Committee for hearings on June 3 and 7, 1991.

It was agreed,—That the reports, as amended, submitted by the New Democratic Party be printed as addenda to the Committee's Report.

It was agreed,—That the draft Report, as amended, of the Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada be adopted as the Committee's Report to Parliament and that the Joint Chairmen be instructed to present it to both Houses.

It was agreed,—That the Committee be authorized to print an additional 3,500 copies of Issue No. 1, which includes the Report, thereby making available a total number of 5,000 copies.

It was agreed,—That the Joint Chairmen be authorized to correct any typographical, stylistic or translation errors contained in the Report.

It was agreed,—That the Joint Clerks be instructed to destroy all copies of drafts and in camera proceedings relating to its study of the draft Report.
It was agreed, — That all Members wishing to sign the Report of the Special Joint Committee on the Process for amending the Constitution of Canada may do so before 3:00 p.m. on June 18, 1991 in the Joint Clerk's office.

At 12:13 o'clock p.m., the Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair.

Serge Pelletier
Eugene Morawski
Joint Clerks of the Committee